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Landscape architecture is a vastly developing discipline pushing further out into new unknowns than ever before. 
As a small piece of the ‘landscape advancement puzzle’ I have had the pleasure and privilege of delving into this unknown  
for the past 12 months through the usage of drone equipment and its new eye on our landscape and daily experiences. 

The following is a passageway of discoveries and findings that came forth through the investigation of this new tool and 
the landscape discipline. 

Foreword
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1 Corner, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention”. The first attempt at forming large landscapes and life on the ground through the act of mapping. 
2 Connolly, Peter, ‘Embracing openness: making landscape urbanism landscape architectural’, Part 2, in Blood, Jessica and Raxworthy, Julian, The Mesh Book. Landscape/Infrastructure
3 Ibid

Landscape architecture for the last 20 years has scratched its head at how to understand large landscapes and human 
life on the ground together. Recent preoccupations with large scale urbanism, GIS and satellite imagery have drawn 
attention to this tension.  The lack of connection is a persistent problem for the landscape discipline. Evans opened 
up the discussion of what representations do in architecture. Extending upon Evans, Corner1 opened up the potential 
for maps to provide access and the ability to analyse aspects of the landscape that were unavailable to someone on 
the ground. In the same essay he identified the strong tendency of large scaled representations to disconnect to life 
on the ground. He offered up techniques to join the power of maps to what happens on the ground and avoid this 
tendency. Though it is obviously closely related, the challenge of how to connect to life on the ground in the design of 
large-scaled landscapes has been given less direct attention than how to connect life on the ground using large-scaled 
representations. This research attempts to explore what digital technologies can contribute to this challenge, in particular 
drone and photogrammatic processes. 

Connolly2 has developed a critique of Corner’s efforts to connect the map to the ‘ground’. Relatedly, he and his 
collaborators, have developed a range of techniques for engaging with human life on the ground. This work involves 
fieldwork into ‘landscape assemblages’ and ‘landscape affects’.3 Such work has shown that what landscape does involves 
very particular relations between the moving human body and the spatial relations of the landscape, and that this has 
not been embraced in recent mappings and large scaled design work, resulting in a deferral from what human life does. 

Recent use of drones and photogrammetry in landscape design have tended 
to be focused on visualisation and/or technoscientific problems. In contrast, the 
current investigation proposes that drones and photogrammetry have the ability 
to produce representations of the landscape which capture, on the one hand, 
the relevant body-landscape relations involved in landscape assemblages, and 
correlate these with what these landscapes are doing—and on the other, the large 
scaled relationships associated with large landscape landscapes. This should 
allow the designer to be able to work between life on the ground and large scaled 
design much more readily. This work aims to begin to explore and develop ways 
of thinking, analysing, representing and designing suited to designing large scaled 
landscapes that are connected to human life.
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An introduction to this research project. The discipline context and research rational behind everything 
explored, discovered, experimented and achieved through this project and the potential importance 
of this in reference to the research problem at hand. Site introduction and some of the key things that 
make it an interesting site to do for any design project, let alone this research the author is foreseeing 
out.  
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Large landscapes 

Landscape architecture has a unique factor that it holds over other disciplines. Scale. We as landscape 
architects have an embedded power to see and understand landscapes at any scale. Most recently (in 
last 60 years or so) this ability to visualise landscape has jumped in scale to encompass larger realm of 
landscape that give a new vantage point for landscape architects to see the patterns and movements that 
make up these large areas of space. The advancement in the likes of satellite imagery and GIS systems4 
has allowed a free flowing relationship between us as the viewer and this large scale, quickly allowing an 
understanding of bulk elements and movements of the landscape (vegetation patterns, water movements, 
the change of land from flat open space to steep terrain etc.…).
The nature of large landscapes is fascinating to the landscape architect. Intuitively we quickly ‘connect’ 
systems at play together that can give an indication of what is happening in this landscape, what relations 
of things are working together, ones which are not. It can give you the ability to see relationships between 
parts of the landscape and there impact on each other. This can be seen as how parts of landscapes will 
differentiate or change in relation to another, or the relativity of landscape. 
This ability to visualise large landscapes has changed landscape planning, the likes of planning out cities 
and development and how to deal with the power of natural forces – the ability to ‘plan’ for potential disasters, 
flooding, sea level rise and various other large systems. 

Life on the ground

At the other end of scale spectrum, we have the ground plane of landscape. Referred often 
as ‘life on the ground’ this is landscape at a human scale. This part of landscape architecture 
is essential, as it is where the spatial-experiential relations of landscape and life/human 
body movements occurs. It is where we can concretely identify how certain shifts, pulls and 
pushes of landscape pieces that make up a landscape impact the movement, orientation 
and experience of our human body in that landscape. Notably this understanding of space 
is through an assemblage understanding of the ground plane and how different landscape 
pieces (trees, mass vegetation, landform change, distant hill ranges, sounds and sight of 
elements to name a few) make up the existing conditions of a place and how our human 
body relates and reacts to them in an involuntary manner. This realm of landscape is where 
‘design’ occurs. It is where a decision, or array of decisions are made to propose something 
that responds to the landscape and intensifies, diversifies, alters and highlights spatial 
experiences that our body engages with and experiences within. 

Discipline context

 4 Kullmann, “The Drone’s Eye” 2.

A persisting problem

The lack of connectivity is a persistent problem for the landscape discipline. Why? Landscape recently has 
evolved through the ability to read large landscapes and that all can be understood from this perspective 
because of this “lofty position” we find ourselves in5  with an overall vantage on everything that is happening 
below. A tendency has formed that this view from the large plan/view can sense life on the ground where 
concrete things and experiences occur. It is this tendency that is of interest. 

Right: Gustard Wood, Wheathampstead, UK. A clear differentiation in realms of this site from a large scale 
plan orientation above and the actual experience on the ground. The likes of the light quality, textures, shifts 
and so on cannot be understood simply through the large scale plan alone. 

5 Ibid. 2.
 Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS,
USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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Large landscapes and life on the ground together: Ground zero.

James Corner is one of the first from the landscape discipline to make the attempt at this problem and bring 
the two together with meaning and rigour. 
Through his notion and essay of “Mappings”, Corner explores the usage of mappings in the discipline and what 
it allows the mapper to achieve. Simply put, as he states, “mappings unfolds potential; it re-makes territory 
over and over again, each time with new and diverse consequences”.6 He makes a clear differentiation 
between what ‘mapping’ does and what he notes as ‘tracing’. He sees tracing as simply drawing out what 
is already there, what already exists and is known, whereas mapping draws the previously unimagined and 
the hidden.7 
“What distinguishes the map from the tracing is that it is entirely orientated toward an experimentation in 
contact with the real”8

Corner’s relation to the understanding of mapping versus tracing via Deleuze and Guattari is that tracing 
‘propagates redundancies’ and that ‘mappings discovers new worlds’.9 Essentially, and to the point of the 
crux of this research here is that mappings have the potential to map out the real world; the life on the ground. 
With the increased complexity of landscape and landscape urbanism, mapping with a creative mind set has 
a “greater efficacy in intervening in spatial and social processes”.10

What is important here too is Corner’s inquiry of the impact of the mapping process. How the mapping is 
represented, what technique is used to find things etc. Vitally, he investigates mapping with the intent of 
what does mapping do, rather than what does mapping mean. Corners preoccupation “lies in the various 
processes and effects of mapping… …less concerned with what mapping means than with what it actually 
does.”11 
This importance of what a representation does rather than what it means echoes back to the likes of Robin 

Evans and Elisabeth Meyer who have explored this in both an architectural sense and for the 
latter, a landscape one. 
Put briefly Evans explores experimentation with drawing. The products and the affects of 
drawing, the exploration of techniques, and attention to the affects of drawing are all key to 
Evans investigations – the affectivity of drawings.12 Critically it is again more of how the act of 
drawing/forming representation does something rather than its meaning. Another important 
note is how Evans talks of projection as privileging the movement forward into the unknown, 
the affects of drawing,13 however projection is somewhat 
(I believe from Corners perspective) alike to the notion of tracing which (as) Corner makes 
clear, is only re working the known, and that the next step up is through mapping. This is not 
discussed in depth here but is an important linkage from the likes of Evans and Meyer to 
Corner. 

Corners ambitions at attending to the problem of understanding life on the ground with 
large landscapes is something to behold. His exploration of mappings, representations and 
techniques in what mapping does has pushed the idea of mapping far beyond what anyone 
had considered or achieved beforehand. New techniques and creative ways to represent 
landscape have come from his work which has significantly impacted the discipline.  

Corner’s notion of Fields, Extracts and Plottings

Corner proposes that the schematics of mapping can be broken down into series of components 
he calls Fields, Extracts and Plotting. The Field, or creation of fields is the ‘graphic system’ 

that frames, orientates, scales (amongst others) what the mapping is to involve itself with. It a hugely creative 
part that is integral with the user (whom creates this field) and makes each mapping unique and open.14

His next part is Extracts. “Extracts are the things that are then observed within a given milieu and drawn onto 
the graphic field”.15 Extracts are part of the unfolding of new potential; Extraction of things related to life on 
the ground are discovered and drawn out. Corner states that extracts are “effectivity ‘de-territorialized’”16 

as the process of taking elements of the real world are placed into the abstract realm which is the mapping. 

Then to take the ‘findings’, plotting occurs. “Plotting entails the ‘drawing out’ of new and latent relationships 
that can be seen amongst the various extracts within the field”17  The idea being that plotting is finding the 
relationships of extracts that give an indication to new possibilities, such as landscape design possibilities 
and spatial experiential possibilities. How these possibilities or ‘new relationships’ relate to life on the ground. 
Plotting to Corner “produces a ‘re-territorialization’ of sites”.18  

Simply put, the abstraction created via extracting ‘things’ can now be placed back into the real world and 
intend to relate back to the real world. 

Right: Examples of mappings created by Corner.

6 Corner, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention” 213.
7 Corner, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention” 213. Discussion on tracing vs mapping and ideas on both concepts – taken from Deleuze and Guattari
8 Corner, ibid. 214.
9 Ibid. 214.
10 Ibid. 214.
11 Ibid. 217.
12 Core ideas taken from Evans, Robin, ‘Translations from Drawing to Building’, in Translations from Drawing to Building’, MIT, Cambridge, 1986 – “Experimentation with drawing and   
what it produces & the affects of drawing, experimentation with how drawing produces built work, the exploration of conventions, attentiveness to affects”
13 Evans, ibid.

14 Corner, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention” 229.
15 Corner, ibid. 230.
16 Ibid. 230.
17 Ibid. 230.
18 Ibid. 230.

Figure1: 

Figure3: Figure2: 

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.
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Via his new ways of mapping he investigates the likes of territorial, political and social processes, (this 
brought the changing ideology of spatiality to the attention of the wider discipline). “Ideas about spatiality are 
moving away from physical objects and forms towards the variety of territorial, political and psychological 
and social processes that flow through space”.19

Space (and landscape for that fact) is not object focused. The understanding of space and time is made of 
an open system constantly in variation, as people, us move through it and experience it. It is here where 
Corner’s mapping has potential issues; His mappings extract the things that are relevant to landscape, via 
his creation of field methods such as the social, territorial processes and how these systems interact with the 
world. The relations between these systems to the world are then plotted (his notion of ‘plotting’) to create 
new relationships within the extracts that have been discovered. However, the systems he identifies through 
the usage of the map actually defer from bodily related relations with the landscape and their happenings. 
Such things as the shifts, pulls and pushes the world gets you to do via experience, your orientation, view 
and bodily related moments are seemingly missed when looking at these larger systems. These types of 
things which are critical to understanding life on the ground cannot be drawn out through large mappings 
only, even if the intention was there to do that. 
The actuality of whether the large landscape is in fact connecting to life on the ground via Corners mapping 
methods is of key importance. 
The usage of the ‘big map’ as Peter Connolly suggests tends to get the user to see “synoptically observable 
‘things’” (Connolly’s ‘things’ is his term from Corner’s usage of extracts) and defer you from seeing the 
middle20  – something that is not discussed here. More simply put, this relates to the fact the big map tends 
to defer from life on the ground; the affects and open systems such as the shifts, pulls and pushes mention 
earlier, are part of, and instead see the overall generality. Connolly highlights that Corner is attentive to how 
the real world works and the processes at play, his belief that abstractions be driven by interest of bringing 

things to life and the ambition he brings to the discipline, however with usage of big map 
alone the method falls behind the ambition.21 

An interesting example of this big map theory, as discussed by Connolly, entails Corner 
giving a lecture of his to a conference at UNITEC, Auckland: 

“A reference to one question asked by an audience member of James Corner after a (very 
stimulating) lecture of his at the Edge. Co Conference hosted by UNITEC in Auckland in 1998 
is also relevant here. The audience member asked, after a fascinating series of maps and 
aerial imagery relating to one project in Copenhagen, ‘How do we know you are dealing with 
the topography? (whilst using a big plan)?’ To this Corner polemically, answered ‘how do you 
know I am not?’ ”22

This shows there is an ambiguity of attention to the life on the ground from the big plan and 
the large landscape. How things are actually working on the ground and the bodily relations 
to landscape are neither affirmed nor un-affirmed, leaving a sense that actual attention to life 
on the ground and how things work is still not currently connected to large site landscapes 
via Corner’s notion of mapping. Clearly the usage of representation/technique and usage of 
drawing conventions are critical at making an attempt to connect large landscapes and life 
on the ground. 
As part of this research a new proposal, a new mode is put forward in an attempt to see if this 
connection can be achieved with the same ambition Corner suggested and proposed nearly 
20 years ago. 

19 Ibid. 227.
20 Connolly, “An affirmative open systems conception of how to design landscape” 184.
21 Ibid. 182 & 184. Page 182 Connolly points that Corner’s ambition has ‘pushed’ maps further than previously done and therefore makes great contribution through his exploration.  
Page 184 Corners “attentiveness to processes of the world”, “the level of ambition he injects into landscape architecture” commended and noted that these are important from 
Connolly. 
22 Ibid. 181-182.

What is often discarded, seen as something not to be prioritised, a lack of affectivity of representation methods 
(or a combination of these) with large site landscapes is the attentiveness to life on the ground. 
This ground plane of human bodily relations to the landscape includes a range of detail and systems that lead 
to an understanding of how we actually experience landscape. It is the realm where the world does ‘things’.  

This is a reoccurring and difficult problem to understand as noted previously by various landscape architects 
and theorists, in particular James Corner and his notion of mapping. 

A potential shift in practise leads me to believe is there another way that is currently unexplored that may 
tackle the difficulty of understanding and forming representations that open the quality of life on the ground 
of large site/scale landscapes.
This ‘potential shift’ has come through evolving technology. Two systems in particular have come forth that 
have potential use within the Landscape discipline. These systems are UAV (unmanned aerial vehicles)/
Drones and LiDAR (Light and Detection Ranging) scanning devices. They have an apparent value to the 
problem at hand. 

The value of the Drone/LiDAR (Light Detection and ranging) is its ability to do the small (life on the ground) 
and the large. What is more important though is this range of small to the large begins to open up and allow 
an engagement with bodily landscape relations. 

Response to this discipline tendency
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This relationship was previously not available or possible.

From this a correlation can be created with field studies* of landscape assemblages - the socio-experiential 
function of the landscape. 

Engagement of field studies and intention of engaging with ‘on-ground’ studies and the Drone/LiDAR 
systems form a relationship, which the Landscape architect has the potential to give a new sense of power 
in grounding, understanding and designing landscape. 

In particular this could be the case for large site/scale landscape problems and the bodily relations to that 
realm of landscape. It seems to point towards a mode of allowance for the landscape architect to deal with 
the large and the small with intent like never before.
A shift in practise with the usage of Drone/LiDAR systems may also allow a fresh ‘outlook’ on the problem 
of the large and small in landscape architecture. What techniques, representations and creativity can be 
created from this new-formed relation? What can these digital tools do or processes formed that landscape 
may benefit from? 

Something to note upfront – this research is not about picturing or re-replicating the landscape through a 
‘VR’ (Virtual reality) setup, but about finding a relationship to what happens on the ground through drawing/
representation methods that do something, rather than have a ‘meaning’. Re-replicating the landscape is 
very much like ‘tracing vs mapping’ as noted by Deleuze and Guattari, and subsequently James Corner23 
where ‘tracing’ simply shows what is already known and ‘mapping’ brings aloft new possibilities. Based on 
this notion, this research identifies tracing equals re-replicating.

The tools described above will be explored alongside landscape field studies with a ‘mapping’ 
sense in mind, and the intention of discovering new potentials that respond to life on the 
ground. 

Field studies* are really significant - they allow you to understand what is happening on the 
ground; how the body moves through landscape in shifts, pulls and various other manners. 
*The term ‘field studies’ here are explorations of how the body involuntarily moves through 
landscapes. Things like field studies draw out the relations of the ground-plane and avoid 
‘picturing’. 

The connectivity of this relationship of field studies and Drone/LiDAR propose the possibility 
to connect the large and the small together in landscape.  

The Research Questions: 

How to design large landscapes in a way that connects life on the ground? 

How digital tools can aid design of large landscapes in a way that connects life on the ground? 

 23 Corner, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention” 213. Discussion on tracing vs mapping and ideas on both concepts – taken from Deleuze and Guattari
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  The bulk of this thesis research surrounds itself around the exploration of digital tools to aid the ambition 
to connect life on the ground in large site landscapes. The digital tools in focus here are UAV’s (UN manned 
aerial vehicles) or drones and LiDAR (Light detection and ranging) scanners. 
An important note: The original intention of this research was to use both the drone and LiDAR devices as 
the hypothesis was that the drone could do certain elements that LiDAR could not, and vice versa. Together 
this would have hopefully given a huge range of life on the ground down to a textural realm and the larger 
landscape realm throughout (each tool’s uses explained in more depth below). 
The investigation was altered as LiDAR became inaccessible. This was outside of the author’s control, and 
thus the research is purely around the usage of drone and photogrammetric processes (along with other 
tools and findings along the way). This is still acceptable and sufficient to fulfil the investigation but a ‘gap’ of 
the textural realm from the LiDAR scanner needs to be noted upfront.

Both of these technologies have seen rapid progression for most of the 21st century, yet have barely scraped 
the surface of interaction with the landscape discipline and their potential for drawing out landscape relations.

The following discusses the tools themselves and their aspects, their potential use with 
landscape and the research problem at hand. Further it identifies what has been experimented 
with (if anything), and where the future may be heading in terms of the tools used and their 
potential impacts.

The drone is a vehicle that has the ability to fly by itself on an automated and pre-determined 
flight path for given distances and heights that are beyond the capabilities of humans can 
ever hope to do. It can be instructed to fly at given heights, angles, speeds and areas. Drones 
capture its target via various outputs of camera optics (photo camera and beyond to the likes 
of multi spectral and thermal optics) through still imagery, video and other specificities. 
It can also be specific to what areas to fly above and capture, almost any space of earth 
can be captured at any time with these devices making them incredibly site specific. For a 
singular piece of technical equipment, it has the world at its feet with a range of abilities that 
can fulfil most uses. 

But what about its ability with landscape architecture? The scope of the tool and its potential 
to landscape has been identified by likes of Karl Kullmann (drone focused) and Ian Weir 
(LiDAR focused). 

The Tools

Figure4: 

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.
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The arrival of the drone has opened new possibilities in landscape architecture. The discipline, with the rise 
of satellite imagery and focus around the strategic realm of landscape has changed our outlook on landscape 
due to this new position to look upon the earth. It has had an impactful effect on the discipline in terms of how 
we map landscape, in ways that are advantageous and disadvantageous. However the “satellites remote 
gaze also has significant limitations”24  

“Whilst this lofty position reveals cultural and natural patterns and associations on the ground, the nuances 
and details that enrich the landscape are often camouflaged from view”25 
As part of this research, Kullmann identifies the attention and capabilities of drones to ‘reposition’ planimetric/
overhead imagery nearer to the ground plane of landscape than the likes of satellite imagery and the 
importance of it.26

“Given that landscape architecture is deeply invested in the agency of maps to interpret, abstract, conceptualise 
and reconfigure the ground, this untethering is significant for the discipline”27 
The drone’s ability to fly closer to the ground (which is fundamentality closer to life on the ground), record 
and form data (potential new representations) with various outputs is a key highlight of the importance this 
digital tool may have. The drone can produce (through photogrammetric processes) aerial imagery and 
3D data (such as contours, terrain models), that in a precision sense is far greater than current methods 
of satellite imagery and GIS sourced data can allow. These new ‘potential element of drawings (obviously 
other methods, responses to actuality of landscape and creativity would be required to bring some of these 
outputs up to a greater level that responds to life on the ground to be successful) are highly significant in that 
the discipline is always seeking “new methods for capturing and representing the complex and indeterminate 
nature of the real landscape”.28

It is not landscape alone in seeing the potential of drones, some findings from drone usage in 
the archaeological field – that are relevant to the discussion here - stated the following: 

“The possibility of flying so close to ground and so close to objects made it possible to adapt 
different perspectives, levels of detail and operational profiles”29

“…along with faster data processing techniques, provides researchers and operators with a 
new capability of performing more work in less time and effort”.30

“Accessible workflows from data acquisition to elaboration of virtual models and presentations 
of those allows to envision new techniques – along with traditional ones – for spreading 
awareness and knowledge about culturally or socially relevant places.”31

Even in a different discipline the apparent themes are the likes of getting closer to the ground, 
new perspectives and level of details, processing techniques, and highlighting of relevant 
social/cultural relationships; not unlike the landscape ambition to deal with large landscapes 
and the ground together.
Through some exploration by Kullmann of drone aerial imagery (orthomosaics) and drone 
photogrammetry (contours in this example) (as seen in his tables and figures extracted from 
his studies), the findings show a notable comparison to that of satellite imagery sourced 
via the likes of Google earth. The resolution alone of drone imagery to Google earth was 
a staggering 625 times higher32 , showing new heights are being gained. Drone mapping 
provides clearly an unprecedented window into the details of landscape that “correlate with 

24 Kullmann, “The Drone’s Eye” 2.
25 Kullmann, “The Drone’s Eye” 2. Original source: Rekittke, Jörg, Philip Paar, Ervine Lin and Yazid Ninsalam (2013). Digital Reconnaissance. Journal of Landscape Architecture, 8 (1), 74–81.
26 Kullmann, “The Drone’s Eye” 2-3.
27 Ibid. 2. 
28 Ibid. 3.
29 Casagrande, “Small Flying Drones: Applications for Geographic Observation” 70. 
30 Casagrande, Ibid. 70
31 Ibid. 71.
32 Kullmann, “The Drone’s Eye” 4.

33 Kullmann, Ibid. 4.

the clarity of the landscape as perceived from the ground”.33 Again the author recognises 
that ‘work’ has to be done to connect people to life on the ground through the representation/
drawings, but having data that responds to people so that they can start to sense the scale of 
something is hugely important. 

It is the drones potential with its array of ‘closer to the ground’ recording ability and output/
data formats that new methods and representations can be created to respond to life on  the 
ground as well as the large site overall in landscape. 

Figure5 (left): 

Figure6 (above): 

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version 

for access.
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The combination of these digital tools, both the drone and LiDAR and landscape mappings – building on 
ideas of Corner, Connolly and Evans – are key to this research. Life on the ground and connecting to the 
greater patterns of large landscape is hard to represent and form techniques. This present challenges. In 
the example of Weir’s work trying to map plant distribution at both a close and large scale presented a 
“considerable challenge to conventional mapping techniques”34 this challenge was very particular to the 
choice and study of scale and process. He registers that the ambitions of working with scale and process 
“present the two primary challenges for the design...” “...How can an inhabitation engage with the greater 
scale of the reserve and the close-grain scale of local vegetation at the same time?”35

Weir points toward that the landscape discipline tends to use “very low-resolution measurements of sites”36 

(the author is taking the somewhat assumed angle that Weir is referring to perhaps not just physical 
measurements that landscape tends to be generic with but that types of drawings used can have a low 
resolution tendency in the sense of how they show relations to site and site findings also) and that there 
is an opportunity to deploy spatial survey systems that have the ability to form and produce high precision 
measurement of complex shapes (in his case planting). 
The spatial survey system Weir refers to is Terrestrial laser scanners – LiDAR scanners. LiDAR (similar to that 
of the drone) can produce three dimensional ‘mappings’ of large site environments and that the application 
of this technology to his work lies in its ability to form detailed three dimensional mappings of vegetation, 
landform and built areas – which currently are drawings (and methods) that do not exist.37 Weir identifies 
the opportunity to engage natural processes of landscape with technology that is capable to dealing and 
producing mappings of these complexities that relate to life on the ground and the wider landscape. He calls 
them ‘Transformative mappings’.38

Just as Corner seems to point towards the use of the map to be a source of representation and instrumentality 

in his notion of mapping, Weir calls upon that for each landscape, we as creators of any 
‘mapping’, we must ask “what instruments of measure and what representations have the 
most correspondence with the scales and dimensions of that landscape?”39

For complex landscape processes here Weir has identified the usage of LiDAR scanners 
to form three dimensional mappings and data that actually relate to the processes he is 
recording. 
The same can be said for the problem of how to design large site landscapes and life on 
the ground simultaneously. In a similar fashion the author has identified both the drone and 
LiDAR as potential instruments of use that correspond to the scale of the problem (in this case 
extreme large scale that can benefit from large scale three dimensional scanning mappings). 
However the precise nature of the scanning and tool resolution also adheres to relation of 
things that perceived via life on the ground. 
James Corner’s call to the landscape discipline needing more creative, imaginative practises 
that “only through the temporal and phenomenal processes of doing and making can 
revelation occur”.40 Weir responds to this call with the notion of enacted cartography. He 
proposes a deeper relationship between the data/measure from the technology (here being 
LiDAR), the techniques applied, and the user’s interaction of this gathering/producing/making 
technological data process in the field. “Enacted cartography proposes a deeper level of 
action, and might be defined as: the active extraction of spatio-temporal data through direct 
engagement with the instruments and activities of measure”.41 Essentially the active practise 
and process of technical tools, landscape architects and the field in which this lies in will 
impact the user’s relation to the data being produced (three dimensional mappings, aerial 
imagery, contours, landform etc...), will impact the decisions made in the landscape working 

34 Weir, Transformative mappings: the cartographer’s house in the ecologist’s garden, 58.
35 Weir, Ibid. 58. 
36 Ibid. 59.
37 Ibid. 59.
38 Ibid. 59.
39 Ibid. 61.
40 Weir, Transformative mappings: the cartographer’s house in the ecologist’s garden, 64. Original source: Corner, J (1991) A Discourse in Theory ll: Three Tyrannies of Contemporary 
Theory and the Alternative of Hermeneutics, Landscape. /Oltnwi 2, p 127.
41 Weir, Transformative mappings: the cartographer’s house in the ecologist’s garden, 64.

process and probably impact the representations formed. It may also impact what the representations do. 
Kullmann finds a similar ‘trend’ with the drone – “Drones facilitates direct – and usually on site – user engagement in the creation 
of optical and photogrammetric content”.42 The designer is engaged with the tools extraction instead of a passive relation of 
extraction from traditional mapping/GIS sourced data methods. 

Weir points out that the “value of enacted cartography lies not so much with the end result as it does in the process itself. Whilst 
the final image has value as a spatial map, the means by which it was attained is characterised by engagement, action and 
immersion within both the spatial and temporal conditions of the site”,43 similar to that of Corner’s mapping. Corners preoccupation 
“lies in the various processes and effects of mapping… …less concerned with what mapping means than with what it actually 
does.”44

These new tools and their abilities to do the large and small realms of landscape include new methods, processes and 
representations, that have the potential to change what drawings do in ways like never before. 

Something that has to be noted and discussed (both appreciation and critique) is the role Christophe Girot has played with drone 
and LiDAR technologies (more so LiDAR/terrestrial scanning work). 
Girot has developed the usage of point cloud modelling – a component that both the drone and LiDAR devices create as part of 
high resolution three dimensional space. Essentially point cloud is an area made up of millions upon millions of points, which 
together form a space in three dimensions. The more points in a point cloud the higher resolution/precise the dataset is. Girot 
believes this modelling tool that achieves a high level of precision elevates the position of the landscape architect due to a 
heightened level of control45 that was never possible before (due to the likes of lower resolution measurements of site as called 
out by Ian Weir and traditional methods of landscape architecture).46

The effects of the point cloud modelling are somewhat addictive to observe and highlight the incredible detail created. As seen 
through the example of Girot’s Gotthard landscape simulation, but with an apparent singular use; to show, to simulate. Whereas 

42 Kullmann, “The Satellites Progeny: Digital Chorography in the Age of Drone Vision” 3.
43 Weir, Transformative mappings: the cartographer’s house in the ecologist’s garden, 64. 
44 Corner, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention” 217. 
45 Mehling, “The DIRT, American Society of landscape architects” (ASLA)
46 Weir, Transformative mappings: the cartographer’s house in the ecologist’s garden, 59. Figure7 (Top):

Figure8 (Bottom): 
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the likes of Corner, Weir and Kullmann, to a certain extent seem to challenge the idea of how these tools/
mappings sit as part of the overall process of understanding and designing landscape. The outputs of drones and 
LiDAR need to respond not in a ‘tracing’ manner with landscape but in a mapping manner where new possibilities 
can be founded, whether that be through the likes of Corner’s mapping, Weir’s enacted cartography or a new 
process. 
Girot’s work into what these tools can do is beneficial to the discipline and starting to test out the limits of the tools 
is a needed thing but for the author’s research problem, the use and ideas of landscape simulation/re-replication 
solely are not the approach deemed worthy for the ambition. To complement and bring new potentials of life 
on the ground of large landscapes, design (or ‘plotting’ as noted by Corner) needs to be done just as much as 
analysis. The simulation/re-replication strategy sees little use as a design process; only to show before and after 
like images.
One of the biggest challenges of this research is searching for the processes, techniques and methods that allow 
communication of landscape to be made, but also to respond in kind with design abilities too. Even though the 
likes of Kullmann and Weir do not necessarily say anything in how the design part could be achieved, they at 
least highlight how certain methods and processes may show what these new representations can do and how 
they relate to landscape in order to identify new potential, instead of showing pre-existing landscapes over again.

A large portion of the digital technology as discussed above is heavily theoretical with some practical explorations/
acknowledgements, but the usage of the tools (the drone in this case) and the techniques/processes formed 
through the extraction and manipulation of the digital data, alongside landscape fields studies is the focus. The 
processes and what the representations do should be more than just typical blanket analysis and /or showing 
existing things but what the outputs the tools have to offer in responding to potential of life on the ground and the 
large with design is important. 

These snapshots of the point cloud work achieved by Girot (including previous page imagery) open 
a new realm of detail and precision of seeing our landscape spaces from any desired angle for the 
landscape architect to work from. The ability to create section cuts, forge flybys to show relativity 
between spaces over large areas of landscape at any point required but still withhold adequate detail 
creates new possibilities for the research problem at hand.

Figure9:

Figure10:

Figure11:
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Due to the nature of this research the method designed, as portrayed on this page, is about forming a new or an 
alternative landscape process that is inclusive of drone technology. This research aims to investigate whether key 
digital tools, in particular the usage of drones, can create a significant impact on current landscape processes of 
understanding, interpreting and vitally designing landscape that were not possible beforehand.  

As a result the research investigates current methods against newly founded drone outputs, followed by refinement 
and integration to begin to form a newly formed process. This process is then tested with landscape design work. 
All drone work is  a continual discovery as the author learns more about the usage of the tool and its use to the 
landscape discipline.  

Methodology

Basic landscape fielding + extracting + design 
(Traditional drawing processes only)

The problem + Initial ‘pilot’ studies 
Phase 1

Basic landscape fielding + extracting + design 
(Technology/drone acquired processes)

Landscape working case studies (Life on ground 
to large sites)

Improvement + refinement of 
techniques and processes

Phase 2
Refined site analysis process with integration of 
technology and field study work that relates to body 
relations to landscape

Large landscape scale design + Life on the ground design 

Full Design development with newly 
acquired + integrated process

Phase 4
All relevant components that must be considered in the 
design tested against new process

Site logics 

Design series + Drone/technology landscape designs 

Testing developed processes with 
design 

Phase 3
Designs that adhere to life on the ground and large site 
landscape together based off refined method of drone 
technology and field studies of landscape

Forming methods and processes

Finalised design and method solution

Technology case studies and current uses

What did the newly formed process do well/not so well?

Finalised reflection + discussion on 
newly formed processes and relevance 
to research problem

Phase 5
Did the drawings/representation developed do things 
that impacted understanding life on the ground?

Technical aspects/future possibilities

Ongoing reflection + new 
revelations
Relevant findings/problems/discoveries

Next steps...
Why these are relevant, how to move on?

Ongoing literature review
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Te Awa Kairangi or the Hutt River is a braided river that is situated in the lower 
north island, New Zealand. Lying just north of Wellington, this river stretches and 
travels through various locations including, but not limited to, Lower Hutt City, 
Upper Hutt City, Silverstream, Taita, Avalon and Petone.  
The Hutt river is a steep alluvial river that runs from the Tararua (southern part 
of range) and Remutaka (western part of range) mountain ranges down through 
too Petone and out through Wellington harbour.47 Various alternative streams and 
rivers feed into the Hutt River to form a very large catchment size of 655 km2 and 
a river length of 56 kilometres.48 As a result this catchment and its tributaries are 
prone to flooding – any heavy rain experienced by the Hutt River’s main tributaries 
in the mountain ranges can form floodwaters down in the main centre around 
Lower Hutt city and the river mouth.49

The Site
Wellington

Hutt Valley/Lower Hutt City

Lower Hutt City

Petone

Wellington harbour

Te awa kairangi/Hutt river

N

Scale - 1:25,000

47 Greater Wellington Regional Council, “Hutt River”
48 Ibid 
49 Ibid
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The Hutt Rivers history goes back to time of Maori settlement (thought to be around 1300AD)50 and it depicts a different 
ecosystem to what it is today. The floodplain was a mass of dense and entangled New Zealand forests that controlled 
the river alignments, erosion rates and alterations and sediment movement downstream.51 The forests contained an 
array of Totara (Podocarpus totara), Tawa (Beilschmiedia tawa) and giant Kahikateea (Dacrycarpus dacrydioides) 
along the alluvial flats and along redeposited alluvial terraces the likes of more Tawa (Beilschmiedia tawa) and Black 
beech (Fuscospora solandri)  would be found in abundances.52 The floodplain and valley teemed with flora and fauna 
in a balanced system. 

“The Hutt River was a narrow deep channel lined to its edge with kahikatea …many 75 feet to the first branch.”
Ernst Dieffenbach 184353

“The forests were teeming with birds: tui, fly catcher, wren, sand lark, robin, bellbird, tit mouse, thrush, popkaea, riroriro, 
kokako, pukeko, pigeon, kaka, huia, bittern and weka”.
Charles Heaphy – surveyor 184754

European settlement occurred in the mid-19th century as early settlers arrived in the Hutt valley region. Deforestation of 
the Hutt River began almost immediately to make the scarce flat land usable for farming, settlement development and 
economic gain of selling timber.55 This had adverse effects on what was a balanced river system pre deforestation to a 
heavily out of balanced river- scape. The disruptive nature of these changes meant flooding events would often cause 
high erosion rates and threaten life within the floodplain area. 

The year of 1898 bought a flood that completely cover the floodplain. Following this, the initial construction of river 
defences were erected – stopbanks arranged to protect the growing settlement.56 Over time (possibly ranging from one 
to three decades) more river defences were built, being stopbanks or primitive constructed embankments made of 
boulders and wire to combat flooding and erosion.

History + Technical Overview

1875

1896

1931

1910’s-1930’s

1880’s

1898

50 Hutt City Council, “Urban Forest Plan, Hutt City, a city of thriving forests and flourishing trees”, 36.
51 Greater Wellington Regional Council, “History of the Hutt River”
52 Hutt City Council, “Urban Forest Plan, Hutt City, a city of thriving forests and flourishing trees”, 35.
53 Hutt City Council, “Urban Forest Plan, Hutt City, a city of thriving forests and flourishing trees”, 34. Quote of relevance taken from this document to exercise point of the site in focus here was very different a mere 200 years ago.
54 Ibid, 34. 
55 Ibid, 36.
56 Greater Wellington Regional Council, “History of the Hutt River”
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Modern day Hutt River. 

Flood, erosion and sediment defences were constructed from mid 19th century right through to the 1960’s with little understanding of the impact these were having on the river environment. Deterioration of the 
Hutt Rivers natural and ecological aspects were heavily exacerbated by these mechanical processes.57 
Severe river alignment was created in the 20th century (one such example at Melling depicted in photos from 1959, on the following page spread) that created a channel rather than allowing the river to meander. 
This once natural river based system was becoming an engineered ‘drain’ which had huge climatic, ecological and environmental factors. 

The ‘squeeze’ conducted by this channelling  can 
be seen clearly from the aerial footage of the Hutt 
river in 1941 with full meander and some ecological 
aspects (most had already been destroyed by 
deforestation during the 1800’s). Compare that 
to today’s river and the design channel is now 
in effect and incredibly hard to change. The 
rapidity of urban and economic development has 
budged up to the river to the point very little can 
be done. As a result flooding and erosion rates 
have become key issues to address. What can 
be done to tackle these issues but also give some 
sociability back to the Hutt River? 

1941

2017

2019

2019

2017

Current river design channel

Current river design channel

57 Ibid.

Lower Hutt City - Central/riverside

Melling/ city train station

State Highway 2

Hutt Valley Bus routes

Riverside walk and cycleways

Ewen Bridge

Kennedy Good Bridge (KGB)

Lower Hutt City 

1.0-2.0m depth

>2.0m depth

0.0-0.5m depth
0.5-1.0m depth

N

Scale - 1:10,000

N

Current day Hutt River map Flood Extent map for 2800 cumec or 
1/440 yr flood event
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58 Ibid. 
59 Greater Wellington Regional Council, “Flood and Erosion Hazard Information Sheet 1, Hutt River”, 1.

Hutt River 1934 Hutt River 1963

Hutt river alignment works, 1959. Hutt river alignment works, 1959.

Since 1972 the Hutt river management has taken a more environmental lead on river defence and protection work, focusing more on 
establishing vegetative river banks, riparian vegetation and ecologies, and constant gravel extraction when required.58 
The Hutt River now has been designed to withstand a 1/440 / 0.23% year flood (or 2800 m3 flood, can be seen in attached map, 
previous page). As of April 2010 70,000 people inhibit the floodplain of the Hutt River and a reported, again as of 2010, $6 billion 
worth of assets at risk when such a flood occurs.59

As a result of this continuous ‘squeeze’ of the river over the last century or so; flooding, environmental and social aspects of the 
river space has been lost or squandered, and is a highly engineered water platform that is incredibly hard to alter without dire 
consequences.
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N

Not to scale

Now in the 21st century the river protection work is an array of increased 
stopbank development, using better recognised methods that adhere 
to environmental and ecological standards, constant maintenance and 
recording conditions of rip-rap and river scour, and various other technical 
jargon related conditions that occur in this river. But perhaps just as 
important as the technical processes is the social-experiential aspects of 
the river. There is recognition, (socio-ecological) opportunities and other 
work being done (such as the “Riverlink” project (https://haveyoursay.
gw.govt.nz/riverlink)) to make the Hutt River a central, bustling hub for 
Lower Hutt City and surrounding suburbs. The river has the opportunity to 
again, and rightly so, be the centrepiece of life.

Right: Hutt River diagram showing the overlap of the slow squeeze.
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The current stop-bank configuration  splits the river space into pieces, due to its design only wanting one 
outcome: flood protection. Now however, the stop-banks should be used in a multi purpose way which can 
withstand flooding but also create a changing experience in and around the river. By working out what is 
going on experientially at ground level a stop-bank flow of being enclosed and open was formed. Playing 
with different levels, sight-lines and experiences these stop-banks, integrated with vegetation, wetland and 
residential sites begin to offer a unique experience along the Hutt River. 

Main river movement

Potential areas of 
river ‘bleeding’

Stopbank space: Enclosed

Stopbank space: Open

‘Special’ connection with water

‘Special’ connection with vegetation
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Connecting back to the river of old, the 
Hutt River proposal brings a series of 
off line wetlands along the catchment. 
These wetlands offer the beginnings of a 
better ecological system/s within the site 
which in return bring the river and the 
wildlife back to life. As a bonus the 
wetlands filtrate contaminants out of 
the water flowing past, meaning a 
healthier river can be achieved.

Main river movement

Off-line wetland  system proposed
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1942-43 River direction

Spatial areas outside of the river 
channel, i.e. berm, stopbanks etc

Derived river direction utilizing both 
stream centres

2016-17 River direction

To understand the shear size and vastness of this change 
certain areas of the river have been extended to the extreme 
but not impossible means (its old form). 

Gigantic shifts in the land such as this one can influence how 
the site functions, its connectivity between the urban 
development and the natural corridor to form a cohesive mass 
rather than a divided area.

C u r r e n t  c e n t r e  l i n e

P r o p o s e d  c e n t r e  l i n e

N

N

N

T h e  H u t t  R i v e r  1 9 4 2 - 4 3 .

T h e  H u t t  R i v e r  2 0 1 6 - 1 7 .

Has a wider water channel. 

Curvature and meandering nature 
is far greater in size. 

No urban structuring that inhibits 
this meandering flow.

Has a narrow water channel. 

Meandering in river has become 
almost non existence.

Urban development has squeezed 
the river’s flow. 

As a result the river is now pushing 
back against us.
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Off-line wetland system utilizing old streams
and storm water catchments

Potential housing development

New river centre line

Stormwater pipes of interest

Old/covered streams of interest

Walking/cycle pathways

Potential train connection from Northern side of the Hutt

Improved sightlines between urban and river corridors

Improved and directive access to and from urban and river corridors

N

Scale: 1-6,000

180 years of change and use has lead to 
the current form of the river. This river is 
now highly defended with various types 
of mechanisms to attempt to hold off any 
flooding events up to a 1/440 flood. 

Stopbanks, willow tree grids, rip-rap, groynes, 
gravel extraction, river alignment, landform 
manipulation and other flood protection 
techniques give a sense of total power over 
the river space. The space is technically 
designed to the point where the 
mechanical is overpowering the social, 
cultural and experiential. 

Figure36:

Figure37:
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Technical river map

Willow/Poplar tree grids

Rip-rap/Groynes

Stopbanks

Native vegetation

Ongoing river gravel extraction
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In the context of this research, River-scapes are large pieces of landscape that we experience and use on a day to day 
time-scale. It incorporates the big and small scales and is a space of landscape that is constantly changing through 
people, animals, vegetation, flooding and so on. 
They are difficult landscapes to understand due to so much going on at both the big and small realms. It is an incredibly 
hard and ambitious site to map and design the large and life on the ground with current and/or traditional landscape 
methods and techniques. 
There are endless things to take in, technical aspects, flooding, spatial areas, ecologies, change over time movement 
of natural systems and processes, pulls, shifts, bumpy landform, flat landform, trees, rocks, water, views, orientations, 
moments etc. bodily experiences and existing/future developments that fit in with everything.  
Following in James Corners ambition, can the method formed through this research do justice to the problem at hand, 
and can it do justice to the Hutt River to give back a diverse social and experiential vibe as well as a technical machine? 

Why the Hutt River?



The following chapter begins to explore landscape methods and processes. To understand what the 
drone/alternative processes may incorporate firstly the author required to know what ‘current’  landscape 
methods, process and representations do in landscape, in particular the problem at hand of designing 
large landscapes with a connection to life on the ground.  
The author sees ‘current’ landscape methods as a mixture of hand drawing/mapping, sections, sketches, 
photos and computer aided drawing. This could also be seen as a ‘Field studies’ method. 

The alternative method centred on the drone/has at this stage of the research not been investigated, 
thus this chapter intends to start to unravel what is produced by this tool and compare to current 
methods of use. The aim being that further through the research the alternative method will combine 
the positives of each method discovered here, to form a refined alternative method, process and form 
of representation for landscape architecture.
 

Current+Alternative 
landscape processes

Initial ‘pilot’ studies2
Current landscape processes

‘Pilot’ design responses + testing

Quick design test 1

Alternative landscape processes

‘Pilot’ site + drone investigation

Stopbank investigations + discoveries

How the ‘pilot’ site works? 

Path movement investigations + discoveries

Human movement in relation to 
site and discoveries above

Findings

Quick design test 2

What is produced by the drone + 
photogrammetry?

Findings

Reflection + discussion
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Once on site the first aspect of the site that caught the 
author’s attention was the motion of the stop banks 
and there cause and effect they have. 
Through a mapping/drawing exercise each study 
was meticulously drawn and diagrammed to 
understanding the relationships of these varying stop 
banks, the bodily reactions and the river across an 
ever changing sense of scale (from something of 
relevance a few metres away to the other side of the 
river to the hills beyond etc.). 
These drawings were made firstly from memory, 
based off the experience of travelling through this 
space, followed by an integration of photos and 
drawings. 

Stopbank investigations

N

Not to scale

Key differentiation marker of spaces - Space within the bridges

Direction of stopbank movement and intensity it creates

Space from stopbank before a new element is encounter 
(trees, river edge etc. Note: very few spaces continue down 
to the rivers edge, resulting in little visual with the river (or 
knowledge that it is there)

Change in orientation, view and heading

Rest of the outer world - relevant 
in a manner that it makes the 
whole place up but not relevant 
in detail

‘An edge’
Interactive edge that impacts experience and space

Direction of stopbank movement and intensity it creates

Recognisable change of space - unfolding to a 
variation of river space
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Following on in the same manner a 
drawing study was also complied of 
how path movement impacted the 
experience of the place and how it 
tends to orientate the user towards 
the next relative spot, stretch or 
realm of the river walk.

Path investigations

N

Not to scale

Distance relation between path and water’s edge - Majority were 30-40 metres 
away and most of the time blocked by vegetation or other elements too.

Orientation of various paths on, leading too+from the 
river realm - resulting in the user’s orientation - Elements 
highlighted are relevant parts of the river corridor that 
make up the user’s path realms experienced.

Paths - main paths - informal paths

The river water body is not drawn in except 
for small areas - most of the paths and 
orientations do not directly interact with 
the water, making the selected few key 
moments and findings.
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Stopbank Bending

Even stopbank Bending stopbank

1 2

Stopbank Push & Pull

3 4

Stopbank Tightening & Loosening

6 7

Note that tightening can be both sides or one side only Note that loosening can be both sides or one side only

Stopbank and path movement across the site produced 
different pulls, pushes and shifts that could cause a variation 
in the way the space was experienced. For example Stop 
bank bending (1+2), when the stop bank ‘bends’ or changes 
course via a curvature like motion it creates movements in the 
spaces adjacent to the stop bank. A common finding was that 
when the stop bank bended in one direction then a focused 
world would be created in the other direction. 
 
Another example found was stopbank ‘push n pull’ - When 
the stop bank berm sides or slopes alter in angle. In particular 
when one side is ‘pushed or pulled’ in a manner that alters the 
length, angle or both of a side something occurs.(3) The side 
that is pushed or pulled also pushes you and your focusing 
of the world to the side that is being pushed or pulled. Your 
viewing and experiencing of the world are no longer ‘balanced’ 
and pushes you towards something that may have not been 
noticeable before without the stop bank push or pull. This only 
occurs if one side of the stop bank is pushed or pulled.

Findings These examples of bending and push 
n pull can be seen in the photo to the 
right which when put together in the 
real world helps orientate and pull the 
user in towards the river as the main 
focus. There are other factors that 
combine too in this snapshot of the 
river experience, such as the hill line, 
elevation of the user in relation to the 
river. 

There were many other stopbank 
and path movement discoveries from 
the mappings created beforehand 
that created an interpretation of this 
landscape also. 
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1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

Section photo

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

Section photo

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

The way the varying stopbank and path movements 
flow and relate to one another are core parts in how 
our body tends to move and flow through the river 
space. The nature of these big, elevated and open 
‘flat’ spaces along the river tend to get the body to 
move through the realm at a fast and continuous 
pace with very little stopping or pause moments. 

Body movement + speed

A rare stretch of the river where the pace alters enough to make 
you slow down and actually take in elements around you. The nature of 
different textures, change in stopbank momentum and proximity to the 
waters edge are some of teh factors that make this part unique.

The rocky edge experience is perhaps only highlighted even 
more so due to the relativity of that space and realms before 
and after it. High pace, highly elevated, flat like space away 
from the river for hundreds of metres varies hugely from the 
rocky edge stretch. 

N

Not to scale
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Whole range of stretches and moments down by the waters edge that are all unique experiences. The type of materials, textures, 
elevation of user to the water edge, the water edge slope are all momentarily things but what is also relevant is the larger realms 
such as the hill lines, river lines or other lines of ‘things’ that orientate and move the body through the river spaces. 

As noted on the previous page the interchanging of the what 
is relevant to the user that creates unique parts, moments or 
stretch like experiences of this river realm can be anything and 
any combination of varying elements in scale. From bodily 
related things such as trees, rocks, water, grass to large scale  
hills, river bodies, mountain ranges and structures they all 
piece together to create this place and importantly create the 
experience the body tends to feel and live upon. 

A continual ‘bending’+highly paced logic is how this realm 
seems to work...? 

A bending and accelerating river experience?

Findings

N

Not to scale
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Stopbank - walking, watching golf, 
parallel motion along stopbank

Golf. Very much singular use and for certain 
populous interested in the activity 

Golf. Very much singular use and for certain 
populous interested in the activity 

Existing profile

Public/private stopbank interface. 
Housing, public life, stopbank 
slope as the viewing platform to 
the river

Public access directly to the river and 
waters edge. Also tracks to golf course. 
Part of a golf course which is publicly 
accessed for social and water activities...

Creating linkages to the water’s edge 
itself with direction and purpose. 
What does that do?

Public/private life on either side of 
housing. Integrated with the golf 
course and wetlands as part of a 
‘park’ like setup?

Golf still allowed to occur, a potential reshuffle of course 
layout to allow a interface of golfing, public walking, 
running and activities and river side experience... 

Potential profile

Like all landscape working processes, discoveries and interpretations of the site then feed 
into design opportunities. The following are various design ‘test responses’ to the mappings 
and findings of the ‘bending + accelerating riverside’ experience depicted previously. 

They attempt to respond to the body movement and speed influenced by stopbank and 
path elements of this stretch of river and explore new types of experiences and uses of this 
space. 

Design testing 1

N

Not to scale

Scale: 1:200

Scale: 1:200
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Design testing 2

Design testing continued. Trials of focusing on the 
user and water together, types of edges and there 
impacts on the user  experience of the river system 
at the textural scale and large realm simultaneously.

N

Not to scale
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The main tool of this research investigation, the usage of drone and 
photogrammetry tools and techniques begins to be explored here. This 
aims to firstly start to understand what is produced by the drone in the 
landscape field but then see what worthy discoveries are founded and 
the potentials they may have in forming an ‘alternative landscape design 
process’. 

The following are these first discoveries in more detail from various parts 
of  the stretch of river this chapter has been focusing on as part of the pilot 
study. 

Pilot study - Alternative landscape processes
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Site scope and technical limits vary no. of photos captured: 300-400, 500+.... 

N

Orthomosaic/aerial map 3D mesh Rendered point cloud modulation
DSM/DTM (Digital surface and 
terrain models Contours (0.01m +)

What is produced?

1:6000

From the outset the photogrammetry process gives a series of datasets that begin to give a range of 2D 
and 3D material. This range gives the immediate possibility of new forms of mapping with next generation 
detail of landscape. What these outputs can do are continually explored in the research.
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Point cloud cutting - allows when to 
cut and what to cut...

Point cloud measuring - accuracy in 
all dimensions of the space/s...

Point cloud elevation - accurate 
elevation over spatial dimensions 
dictated by the user’s interest

The Ground

Ability to create sectional cuts with the level of detail quickly 
allows a realistic feel of the three dimensional elements at hand in each 
space. 

Point cloud cutting - allows when to 
cut and what to cut...

Point cloud the in-experienced -         
accuracy of spaces not experienced 
on site

Point cloud elevation - accurate 
elevation over spatial dimensions 
dictated by the user’s interest

Prev. un mapped spaces & experiences

N

Projections of landscape spaces that were previously ‘un-mappable/in-traversable’ 
become unlocked for the first time

To reiterate - all of this process, representations and what these outputs from the drone could 
be used for are all new as the reader looks upon theses pages. These are the first drawings of 
drone data taken from the pilot site. 

Simply each page explores some of eth upfront discoveries found from this new realm of 
working. The point cloud in particular has a level of detail in 3D never seen beforehand, making 
it ideal for trying to understand body related elements of landscape. 

Areas not accessed whilst on site which were inaccessible - the sand quarry for example on the 
right - could now be shown and represented to give an idea of what it is like spatially. 
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Point cloud cutting - allows when to 
cut and what to cut...

Point cloud measuring - accuracy in 
all dimensions of the space/s...

Point cloud elevation - accurate 
elevation over spatial dimensions 
dictated by the user’s interest

Below the surface

N

For the first time not only can elements be identified in the landscape but the landscape 
structure underneath the waters surface, through photogrammetric methods and point 
cloud modulation. Precise understanding of the river bed has many design possibilities. 
What also is the limit of depth? How deep is too deep to then see the underwater landscape 
structure?

The section, plan and perspectives above and below are of the same location along the Hutt river. One is a dataset derived 
from drone work and processes, the other from pre existing datasets available online. 
The section profile of landscape and the details that make up actual reality of an edge for example are now visible in three 
dimensions. Understanding of river, edge, berm relationships and there variations along a large scale landscape like this 
river becomes much clearer with a dataset that shows accuracy of the landscape in a way that is far more relate-able to 
types of experiences we as humans will have encounter beforehand. The ability to portray this to people would be far more 
convincing than vague portrayals of edges (as the example here) with the existing accessible datasets. 

As explained across the page, the new revelation of capturing not just the land of landscape but also the interactivity between 
land and water has become engulfed in the drones capture. This new understanding of the constantly changing realm of river 
edges through time (scouring, water fluctuations) has huge potential to be designed if it became relevant. Repeated scans 
could be done to see how the fluctuation change also giving a strong sense of river change over time.
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Drone work... 

What it allows you to do... 

Studies formed from it... 

Speculate design possiblities but 
also issues have come across with

Site specific

N

The tools each allow site specificity to be created and controlled. Each 
tool at hand (whether it be the drone, LiDAR or the point cloud derived 
from the devices) with the user together creates the site specific 
boundaries depending on the relevance from the experience’s on site. 
Site specifics can then be pulled back together to create the structure of 
large landscapes.Site specificity is what makes parts of sites or site  

unique and interesting, especially from a 
socio   - ecological - experiential stand point. The 
ability to cut the three dimensional dataset in an 
manner allows site specificity to be created here 
with ease. 

Importantly this can be done at both a small scale 
and a large scale simultaneously. Site specificity 
can become specific to any range of scale without 
losing ‘detail’ of the landscape elements

Here stopbank realms, berm + river edge realms 
and vegetation realms can be cut to show section 
profiles and details of specifics of this stretch 
of river under investigation for any sort of study 
exercise as required by the landscape architect.
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Significant findings to the overall research:  

Having now begun to use the drone method process some initial discoveries were: 
The quality of the landscape depicted in 2D and 3D formats of landscape elements relate-able to the body (trees, rocks, 
some textures even) was of a level unheard of before. 

Ability to capture spaces that were not accessible; no restrictions from the drone’s vantage point.  
The water-land realm of landscape; the ability to see and extrapolate under the water’s surface, what the section profile 
is like etc. 

Site specificity – Can vary your scope of site in 2D and 3D formats from large scale to small scale without losing detail 
or quality of landscape.  

Current+Alternative 
landscape processes

Findings + discussion2
?... ??

Field study outputs, 
design findings 
etc... 

Pix4d/LiDAR/drone 
outputs...Pix4d/LiDAR/drone 

data to outputs

LiDAR/drone 
fieldwork, scanning, 
integrated into the 
landscape

Landscape analysis, 
workings, drawings, 

discoveries, raw 
socio-expertiential 

thinking of ‘x’ place...

On-ground fieldwork, 
experiencing the 
landscape, what it 
gets you to do...

??

??

Even though all of these early drone findings are interesting and amazing to look 
at they do not at this stage translate into material that can be used to map the 
landscape, extrapolate findings and vitally be able to design with. The drone at 
this stage has little engagement with the design process that integrates it. 
As a result the drone and field-study processes are on two parallel lines of 
development with no cross over between the two. A way to intertwine them 
needs to be found.

Field-study work is also not quite getting to a level of body-related landscape 
findings that impact the site or cause a range of variations across the site at the 
large scale – current drawing types and findings are still a general overview. 

Current new method situation



The revelations from Chapter two have made the current situation abundantly clear. The potential 
alternative method centralised around the usage of the drone has a lack for the design integration part 
of landscape processes by itself. Here the forming of a refined alternative method of drone and field 
studies begins with the aim of finding not just an analytical method, but a design method too. This is 
extrapolated across chapter 3, 5 and 6.
The focus here is trying to gain a better understanding of how to portray life on the ground in large 
landscapes and doing this alongside with drones. Through a ‘warm up’ transition of several site and 
case study explorations the ‘sites logics’ are formed, design intentions, ambitions and queries are 
created. This is all part of the refinement and learnings of the evolving alternative method. 

River logic + forming 
processes

Fieldstudies + drone work3 Study 1 - Small scale

Landscape experience

Recap + reset

Hutt river fieldwork - Large scale

Relativity mapping 

Design thinking

Design ambition

Design rules

Design?

Reflection + discussion

Study 2 - Intermediate scale

Trees, road, river

Technical landscape peices

River logic
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Part of the challenge with this research investigation is trying to engage people with landscape and life on the ground. It is especially hard with 
big landscapes. 
One needs to be precise with what you are investigating, drawing and how you convey it visually and orally. This was not done so well in Chapter 
2 but it was also a first attempt. 
But something that has become apparent which should help with the requirement to be precise is the droning process. With drone work you 
become a surveyor. The recording of visual data, scientific precision, geo-referencing and other parameters that are needed to get the best results 
are incredibly meticulous. 
Droning, engulfed in a landscape site is a precise surveying landscape architect. This together – part surveyor part landscape architect gets you 
to treat landscape fieldwork in a similar meticulous fashion. This applied to field studies has the potential to bring out a better understanding of the 
ground plane with big landscapes due to this meticulous mind-set. 

It is hoped the droning process shall bring a more precise nature of extrapolating, conveying and designing the landscape through this new 
alternative landscape process.

Recap + Reset

To try and engage with the Hutt river, some key concepts that are doorways into the site are described , 
followed by a ‘warm-up’ exercise of landscape work that begins at a small scale with few complexities to the 
overall Hutt river site under investigation.   

Continuous variation 

Variations and variability of human relation to certain realm of space. For example for the Hutt river case one 
example of variability are the tree grids and there internal spatiality. Spatial variations form from the likes of 
tree spacing’s, arrangement, species, dimensions, and textures which are in a constant change yet are still 
tree grids.60 The Hutt River is full of variabilities that can be a starting point to mapping this landscape out.  
Some to name a few: Stopbank variabilities, River edge variabilities, Berm variabilities.  

Differentiations

A transition experienced in space and time. Can be points, moments, lines, areas and spaces, territories/
worlds.61 “A transition is an intensive differentiations”62 
How all the different differentiations begin, change and function in a landscape forms an ecology of 
differentiations.63

Concepts Territory/worlding  

Territory is formed when an organism is in the environment. A territory always exists but it does 
not become relevant until both the organism and environment are interacting with one another. 
Territory is not a singular line that is crossed, it is more of spatial area that is exists whilst 
experiencing a place. The territory is as expansive as the elements we sense in landscape. The 
relevance of landscape elements to the users experience dictates the intensity of that territory. 
For example a lecture territory has a range of intensities – most intense and centre of territory is 
the lecturer and students in close proximity. Students sitting at the back of the lecture are still part 
of territory but less engaged to the lecture, thus the territorial intensity is less. Travelling through 
landscape territories are in constant flux. 

Worlding - The process of territorialisation (creating/finding territories amongst a landscape) can 
become an event where a territory has been identified. ‘Worlding events’, when the affect is 
consciously felt and strengthen that particular experience. 

Relativity

Useful for collecting large spaces with lots of changes and evolution – showing how the relative 
nature of one space in comparison to another unfolds the motion or experience of a landscape – 
forms from identification of differentiations and territories.    

60 Connolly, email message to author, June 4, 2019.
61 Ibid. 
62 Fieldwork essay-glossary brief 2018. List of concepts - “a transition is an intensive differentiations’” pg11
63 Connolly, email message to author, June 4, 2019.

Meticulous measuring, geo-referncing and alignment
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4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

Some examples of trying to explain the user’s experience through words and diagrams: 

‘Setting the scene...’ 

I think ill take the left one away from Te Papa – oh god Speaking of Te Papa what a horrible beige colour to finish a 
building. Not just that but who would walk right next to it when you can walk in more open spaces and see more of the 
waterfront? Anyway that’s not any of my concern... (1), (2)

Oh I just love the city from this angle, a staggered curve of buildings of all scale and style with the hills wrapped around 
behind. (3) Would be good to see the whole waterfront and harbour together though, better try and make my way 
round the waterfront. The trees of Te Papa like to hide away the whole waterfront so I will have walk to the edge of the 
waterfront too see it all! (4).......Field study 

example site Fig2

To start this warm up into trying to understand and portray life on the ground and bodily landscape relations, a 
small scale study is being used where things are simpler to understand and the motions that are carried through. 
Simply this is a daily routine - transition from the city to waterfront and what that experience is. 

Landscape experience study 1 - Small scale 
Wellington waterfront transition

N

1:1000
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1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1. 2.

Narrower space, yet more attrative to the 
passer-by than the wider space

Wider space, but because of 
Te Papa’s scale, shadow and (un) 
relativeness to the user it is avoided

Some of the ruptures that are experienced when transitioning 
through the finding and opening. These trajectories can 
influence the whole assemblage and how you  process your 
way through it.

Visual cues are well seen and draw the 
user through

Visual cues are hidden and not as 
appealing. 

1.
2.

The incorporation of the sun, the wind, Te Papa, the pillars, the water, the city outline, the sky, slight 
variations of levels, the vegetation, the depth of, the haziness of the hills, the warmth, the shade, the 
narrowness of pathways, wideness are all elements that nature has used to form what we experience.

The revelations and unravelling of this small space have 
huge impacts over the larger realm of the Wellington 
harbour. The experience the user most likely encounters, 
although all in a subconscious manner, is a hugely 
intense and relieving sense of ‘wow!’ as the users 
relevant world dramatically gets greater and greater to a 
vanishing point kilometres away from the users position.

Physical transitions
Body intensity and sense of 
something ‘big’ transitions
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Intermediate scale

The first mapping example which incorporates the Hutt river and what 
is to become part of the ‘river logic’ (later in this chapter) that gives a 
platform to which design intentions and decisions can be made. 
This part is a stretch approximately 100 metres to give a larger sense 
of scale than the Wellington waterfront example and steadily start to 
increase the complexity of the landscape at hand before jumping into the 
large scale (next part). 

This study concentrates mainly on two things - spatiality and movement of  
existing willow tree grid varieties, a relatively unexplored realm of the Hutt 
river, even though they stand for kilometres of river space as a flooding 
defence mechanism. The other is then the relation of the user in these 
trees to other elements that makes this place what it is. For example the 
relation of the road, the river, depending where one is in this space what 
can be sensed, felt and/or heard.

Hutt river study - 100 metre stretch
1:500

N

Path travelled amongst treesRotation of tree grids moving downriver

Changing tree realms (tree grid rotation, tree spacings, tipping points...

Existing path

Tree centres drawn out
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Kennedy Good Bridge

Passageway SL640

Passageway SL630

Main Road

Passageway

River + inner river corridor

Edge of trees, riverside. Only here can the river 
be sensed and the road noise disappears - approx 
25m away from road and dense trees

Middle of trees, next to passageway. Openings, 
lighting give suggestion of river realm but car 
noise still prominent 

Tree grid spacing bigger, very open as a result. 
Can see and hear road noise, dominant. River 
undetectable.

Existing path trajectory

Middle of tree corridor path trajectory

Far side of tree corridor (riverside) 
path trajectory

The road has a dominance tendency as it is the highest 
elevated area. This with car noise, and frequency makes 
it very prominent even in the midst of the trees.

Prominent view and orientation

Suppressed view and orientation

Direction of travel

Prominent world area

Suppressed world area

Relevant space related to each trajectory

The section profile plays a key part in how this part of 
the site works. The road is the highest elevated element 
of the site. Combine that with the dominance of noise, 
70km/h speed and frequency of vehicles this makes it a 
prominent feature in the midst of the trees, let alone the 
existing path. It is not a pleasant experience and there 
is no sense of a river on the other side. 

It is not until the user is on the other boundary of the 
trees near the river that the vehicle noise deteriorates 
to not be dominant. 

Tree densities and height levels are key to how this 
space could be re thought. 

N
1:1500
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Large scale investigation and extrapolation of experience in this river 
landscape. The extrapolation of various findings and tendencies of this 
site will become the ‘river logic’ - how this place tends to work and get 
people to motion through. 
What does the site do? How does the body interact with various reaches 
of the site (stopbank realm, riverside realm, other...) What landscape 
elements create events, certain types of movements? What variations 
begin to form?
What points and lines do these occur at and is the relation of the body at 
a small, medium or large realm or mixture of?... 

The next set of pages start with a relativity mapping exercise - to 
understand  as the body moves through this place spaces differentiate 
and change - spaces become relative to one another that create the 
experience and flow of this river. Some are more imposing, interesting 
and odd than others. 

Large scale

N1

N2

N3 N4
N4

N6
N7

N8

N9

N10

N11
N12

N13
N14

N15

N16

N17

N19

N18

N20

N21

N22

N23
N24

N25

N26 N27

Ewens Bridge to Kennedy Good Bridge
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N1

N2

N3 N4
N4

N6
N7

N8

N9

N10

N11
N12

N13
N14

N15

N16

N17

N19

N18

N20

N21

N22

N23
N24

N25

N26 N27

N25 N28 N31N30N20N18N17N3 N4 N11N8N1

Relativity mapping
‘Riverside’ path - East side of Hutt river

N

1:4000
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N8

N9

N10

N11
N12

N13
N14

N25

N26

N11

N17

N18

N8

Simple shifts of landscape around the transition of 
the user makes this stretch of space interesting. A 
spread of bumpy, lumpy rolls of land-form track the 
path down, left, right and up between the trees and 
the stopbank. 
Squeezing occurs firstly with a steep stopbank 
pushing from right, drooping tall willow trees on the 
left.(N11)

Range of bumps as well as a constantly changing 
orientation keep new elements of landscape to 
become relevant to the experience of this passage. 
Trees, grassy bumps, distant hills continue to change 
relation of the user, levels and direction. 

The relative nature of the space before hand 
-reasonably flat and vastly open - creates this bumpy 
lumpy space to be more defining to the user due to 
the diverse change in the landscape make up even 
though it is made of the same landscape pieces - 
trees, stopbank and path. 

A kilometre of space - unbelievably flat that you 
can see what lies ahead hundreds of metres away. 
70km/h vehicle zone rumbles dominantly to one 
side, a thick stack of trees the other. Continuously. 

As soon as you step into the never-ending stretch 
the ability to see so far ahead and what you are 
apparently aiming at on the other side tends to place 
the user into an act of auto-pilot. There is little to 
create any diversity or change to grab the attention 
of the user. 

There is a large commitment made by the user too 
to venture into this large stretch of space. There are 
no loops back towards the CBD. The next place to 
loop across the river is Kennedy Good Bridge 1.5 
kilometres away or turn back before entering this 
space. This part seems to be for the brave user, 
cycling and running a vast distance before any option 
to change direction. 

Wearisome walkingBumpy landscape

Hidden river space

Current pathway

Dominating road

Thick tree line

No view

Small window of view

Movement direction

Dominating road
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S1
S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

S11

S12

S10 S11 S12S11S9S8S7S3 S4 S7S6S1

Stopbank path - East side of Hutt river

N

1:4000
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S13

S14
S15

S16

S17

S18

S19

S20

S21

S22

S23S24

S25
S26S27

S28

N28

N29

N30

N31

S21 S22 N29S23S20S20S19S15 S16 S18S17S14

‘Riverside’ path - West side of Hutt river

N

1:4000
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S13

S14
S15

S16

S17

S20

S16S17

S15

S20
There are few areas along the river where openly there is collectively large parts of the 
river itself viewable from the adjacent path. Partly due to the height difference of the path 
to the river, a fantastic headland like moment is created where the entire river realm, 
eastern side river berm, trees and distant mountain ranges can be taken in. The spaces 
that lead before and after this area are closed off behind a grid of trees so this big reveal 
created is very much like standing onto a cape upon a coastline. Suddenly everything that 
makes this place up is set before you. 

The cape

The one place throughout the entirety of the Hutt river site where actually wanting to stop 
and sit down was performed. Again the relation of the spaces before and after make this 
space special due to reveal and retraction of landscape elements. It is simply a gentle 
grassy slope that meets the water at a shallow angle.(S16 + 17) The water itself is deep 
and slow flowing, the level change is significant enough so that all car noises disappear 
and you are left with the flow of the river, birds and general river life to listen too. 

The shore
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An example of the mapping to understand the logic of the river space is portrayed over the 
following pages. A similar process was completed for other important areas of site scope (as  
seen by the location diagram below in red). 

These investigations continue to understand the river elements and spatiality of them. 

Existing willow tree grid varieties + relation of the user in these trees to other elements that 
makes this place are highlighted.

Wearisome walkway - trees/river/road
1:500

N

PassagewaysRotation of tree grids moving downriver
A.C.R - Anti clockwise rotation
C.R - Clockwise rotation

Changing tree realms (tree grid rotation, tree spacings, tipping points...
Existing path Tree centres drawn out

Main tree grid direction

Note that the riverside which is not sensed from the current path 
trajectory is changing from river-tree, river-gravelbank-tree, 
gravelbank-tree typologies, yet the side you have to walk on is a 
tree-berm typology continuously.

1.

4.

5.

3.

2.
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Road River

Off centre towards river

Tree sensitivity: Enclosed, dense

Ground surface/texture

Can the river be seen? No.

Can the river be heard? Yes/Occasionally.

Can the river be ‘sensed’? Yes, light, sound of water

 No. Can the road be seen?

No/occasional noise. Can the road be heard? 

No. Can the road be ‘sensed’?

Road River

Off centre towards road

Tree sensitivity: Enclosed riverside, open roadside

Ground surface/texture

Can the river be seen? Regularities of yes and no.

Can the river be heard? Yes.

Can the river be ‘sensed’? Yes, light, pockets of open 
spaces in trees, sound of water

 Occasionally. Can the road be seen?

No/occasional noise. Can the road be heard? 

No. Can the road be ‘sensed’?

Road River

Off centre towards river

Tree sensitivity: Bushy sides, open top

Ground surface/texture

Can the river be seen? Yes.

Can the river be heard? Yes.

Can the river be ‘sensed’? Yes, light, proximity to river 
side, sound of rushing water

 No. Can the road be seen?

No/occasional noise. Can the road be heard? 

No. Can the road be ‘sensed’?

Road River

Off centre towards road

Tree sensitivity: Enclosed riverside, open 
roadside but elevation is below road and river

Ground surface/texture

Can the river be seen? No.

Can the river be heard? No.

Can the river be ‘sensed’? No.

No. Can the road be seen?

No. Can the road be heard? 

No. Can the road be ‘sensed’?

Road River

Centred in tree realm

Tree sensitivity: Exposed, Widely spaced trees

Ground surface/texture

Can the river be seen? Yes.

Can the river be heard? No.

Can the river be ‘sensed’? Yes, light, proximity to river 
side, open vegetation.

 Yes. Can the road be seen?

No/occasional noise. Can the road be heard? 

No. Can the road be ‘sensed’?

 - Tree density starts as open and quickly becomes overgrown
 - Tend to travel river side of tree grid realm - River as result can be seen, heard and sensed 
 - Flat terrain comparatively to other spots, makes walking relatively easy. 

 - Vegetation grid spacing and density opens up significantly - like a half grid plantation 
 - Vegetation open road side and enclosed river side
 - Road cannot be sensed however even though vegetation is open due to terrain and fallen trees   
makes waking reasonably difficult thus concentration on not tripping or falling over is classed as    the 
primary focus of the user

 - Complete enclosure - Steep gullies engulf tree spaces that drop the level of user in the trees so 
that the berms and river are above eye level. 
 - Similar to 2. fallen vegetation and wild terrain makes trekking difficult and close to body interactivity 
is a highly concentrative exercise

 - Complete change of spatiality. Vast open tree grid spacing and flat terrain make a meandering 
motion through the space. 
 - Even though vastly exposed to the road the distance is by far the furthest - around 60-70 metres 
away from it, making the dominant sound a background hum
 - Ability to walk through the trees to the gravel bank world and river is very transparent and inviting, 
very few places offer this

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

 - Fully enclosed in trees again. 
 - Terrain is flat amongst trees but a noticeable 
rise from the trees to berm on road side makes 
road again ‘non existent’ to user

 - River again can be sensed more so 
 - An interesting continuity starting to form 
where experience is about the trees and the 
river
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A dawning factor arose that the technical pieces of this river-scape do not merely partly impact some areas 
of the Hutt river’s overall experience, it has a powerful totality over the entire function of the place. 

Mappings have shown that these elements of this landscape play a part in how a space impacts our 
experience. There is for all of there technicality (in regards that these spaces effectively have been design for 
technical purpose, not socio-ecological-experiential purposes) they do have spatial and temporal qualities.

Tree grids - or “Grid worlds” have an amazing simplicity to them that it is about textures, tree characteristics 
and spacings that forms amazing spaces and changing spaces over time. The Willows in particular are two-
faced; in summer full foliage, in winter completely bare. Yet they were formed in a grid pattern as a flood 
barrier and protector. 

Passageways - now know as “Survey-passage ways” due to the fact these openings are in fact GWRC’s 
section cuts they use to create sections of the river design channel (monitor flooding impacts and design 
hydrological developments). In turn they offer routes to the gravel banks, waters edge or even glimpses of 
the river to remind you are in fact in a river landscape. 

Landform - Designed for only hydrological modelling to gain the best flood rates out to sea safely. “Landings, 
fallings and risings” arose due to the seemingly ‘sameness’ of the terrain across the river plain, yet it acutely 
changes rising and falling constantly.

Technical landscape pieces
Ewens Bridge to Kennedy Good Bridge

Tree grids - ‘Grid worlds’

Passageways - ‘Survey-passage ways’

Landform - ‘Landings, fallings, risings’
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The river space has a sense of ruling that spilt the realm into parallel landscape pieces that are dictated by boundaries created from the technical problems of flooding. The river space is long and linear, 
all the trees are to one side, the stop bank on the other, a continuous and static berm width, the flooding/technical issues and aspects etc... 

As a result as a human moving through this river corridor on a long and linear vector you tend to pass through lots of ‘stuff and things’. It is very difficult to stop or pause for example as the place gets 
you to race through on the A to B motion most users on the river corridor do.
Different parts of the river corridor from Ewens Bridge right through to Belmont and Kennedy Good Bridge are all slightly unique in the way things we interact with on the Hutt river are distributed but 
the overall experience sense is the same linear flow.

The nature of the river corridor gets you to do all of this involuntarily...  It creates a Longitudinal - Linear vector.

The river is a technical machine. Everything that makes up the space all has a technical job in flood protection. Although some have been incorporated into social and ecological experience of the river 
majority take away the social experiential factor of this place. The following landscape pieces are just some of many that create this continuous motion and technical experience of this river space: 

Survey passage ways, Drainage pits, Tree grids and densities, Continuous landform change, Stop bank variations, Path movement and orientation. 

In summary the river is made of a series of Grid-worlds, Survey-passages and Landings, fallings, risings that are constantly varying that forms 
these vectors. It forms the logic. 

River logic
Ewens Bridge to Kennedy Good Bridge
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Development of incredibly fine and ‘detailed’ material can be achieved with field studies and 

Drone/LiDAR systems. With this material so developed one can alter/play with the 
experience and use of the river corridor beyond the 
technical/flooding aspects which impact the river corridor currently, and importantly show 
attention to this in a meaningful manner.  

A major ambition in regards to the long and linear is how to make meaningful changes 
that diversify the human-river experience of river corridor. How to play with it? How 
can the current ruling of landscape elements that are highly technically driven be 
broken to incorporate the river laterally and bring in body to landscape relations? 

What can be done with socio-experiential use of space in very 
large scale problems of landscape architecture?   

The design investigations therefore should play and manipulate the technical landscape pieces and other continuous-changing 
landscape elements that create the current ‘longitudinal + linear river spaces’. 

Shifting earthworks, planting schemes, trees, paths, edges, stopbanks are 
ways into the design problem at hand for the river corridor and thus are the initial starting points for design work...    

Design query

Ambition

Design thinking

Design rule1
Part A
An introduction of ascent and descent elements through various landscape 
components (landform, vegetation etc...) to diversify the variations of the 
long and linear river corridor. 

Design rule1 
Part B
Expansion of enclosing, exposing and thresholds in the river corridor 
spaces. 

Design rule2

Creation of stopping and/or pausing moments that focus on the body and 
landscape relations and experiences of the river realm.

Design rule3
Creation of loops and logics for various users of the river corridor:
 - Walking/Running 
 - Dog walking 
 - Swimming 
 - Cycling
 - Driving and Kayaking? 

Design rules

Design rule4
Low maintenance vs. technical river logic

Introducing low maintenance to major technical/flooding prioritised 
elements of the river corridor and allowing them to ‘naturalise’ whilst still 
functioning as flood protection measures... 
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Significant findings to the overall research:  

The detail of the drone material – for instance the aerials – is so high compared to previous aerials that the drawings and studies drawn out 
are precise. Trees for example can clearly be identified instead of a big green area.
The clarity of the textures and elements of the landscape, such as the trees, from the drone material creates new material that can draw 
out and connect to body related experiences through mapping exercises.  
The detailed material can be frequently updated to show change over time as many times as the user desires too due to the limitless 
frequency to drone a site

An integration of drone material and field-studies has been successfully achieved – this combination has improved the mapping precision 
of body-landscape experiences discovered on site. 

River logic + forming processes

Findings + discussion3



Case study investigation into what is out there in the discipline, what has been done well and not so 
well. That ‘what’ is partly a critique into the how to make representation for large landscapes that show 
life on the ground and vitally what do the representations do rather than be meaningful. The other is 
landscape design and river projects which give diversity and centre life around the water body, whilst 
still maintaining classic problems such as flooding, ecological and environmental factors.
The author foresees the potential to have both parts mentioned above combine together; representations 
formed through this developing alternative method that show attentiveness to life on the ground and 
create a design that makes the Hutt River the centre piece life. 

Precedents
Relevant works to the research4

Figure38:

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

Representation precedents

Design + representation precedents

Collective river design precedents

Summary/learnings

Case study 2

Case study/studies 1

Case study 3
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Both projects here, Zanderpoortvest (Top) and Landscape Park (Bottom) 
are European projects designed by the firm OMGEVING. These 
precedents and there importance here are not to do with the design itself. 
It is purely the representation of images created in comparison to real life 
and other formats and that is what is being critiqued. 

These two projects possess something at a representation level an 
interesting problem in that the larger scale drawings ‘attempt’ to portray 
the experience of these places at ground plane and life realm. This is 
particularly shown through the master plans - the usage of mass colours 
of green for instance to show grass and trees in actuality makes it near 
impossible to differentiate the various spaces, textures and how they may 
be to experience. They fall into a continuous mass of green.(Figure 42 + 
46) 

When you look at the photos of Zanderpoortvest(Figures 39-41) in 
comparison to the plan for example you suddenly see and sense the 
types of plants, materials and textures of real life and can get a sense of 
the place, what people do, sitting down by the riverside, waiting for a train 
etc... . This is non existent in the plan drawings.

Representation precedent

Hagneck Hydro-power plant project by Raymond Vogel Landschaften 
AG, like the first case study the project here is used for representation 
purposes only. This set of drawings differ in various ways in comparison 
to the likes of Zanderpoortvest and Landscape Park. 

Firstly the ‘master plan’ is drawn and composed in a different manner 
that avoids mass green colours. The usage of white CAD/detailed line 
work across a fairly detailed aerial gives various colours ranges, sense of 
forest shadows and plant material that as a viewer can distinctly pick up 
as grass, trees, pasture land etc... (Figure50)

Secondly, unlike the previous examples, there is not just one drawing 
trying to do everything. A range of drawings, schematic, diagrammed with 
water levels, views and orientation to name a few work with each other 
to compose the design intention and what the movement and potential 
experience of the body on the ground might well be. 
There will be various ways to try and represent life on the ground from the 
large scale and this example starts to show this in comparison to case 
study 1.

Representation precedent
Zanderpoortvest - Mechelen + Landscape Park - Halle Hagneck Hydro-power plant

Figure40:

Figure39:

Figure41:

Figure42:

Figure43:

Figure44:

Figure45:

Figure46:

Figure48: Figure49:

Figure47:

Figure50: Figure51: Figure52:
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for access.
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for access.
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for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version 

for access.
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This project, created by les paysages de Michel Desvigne is a great example of drawing range composed 
to portray both the large scale and bodily scale of this landscape and the design itself. 

The tree studies(Figure55)  - mixture of colours, the arrangement of the planting into grids, sense of 
textures, density of the grids etc. alongside diagrammed black and white ‘hatches’ which then unravel 
into the main design plan is a unique and successful array of drawings that can be sense in the wider 
plan(Figure54) as well as the tree studies themselves - due to the choice of black and white hatches that 
portray the densities at the large and small scales simultaneously.  
The photo studies(Figure56) of various tree grids, planting arrangements, textures and materials combined 
with these other drawings starts to create a portrayal of a continuing, changing experience of a river 
landscape full of forests. 

A revealing factor also that intertwines the representation problem, large scale and body scale problem 
and design itself is the choice of ‘design’. What is meant by this, in particular with most river projects, is 
the tendency to deal with multiple design problems, flooding, drainage, vegetation, river ecology, social 
ecology etc... all at once. Due to the ‘designer’ taking on this range there is the danger of these things 
amongst other things as well falling into generality, which can result in the drawings falling to generality. 
However if the design palette is a restricted array of things, for example here the usage of trees and 
tree grids, more development, understanding these textures, colours, arrangements, how the body can 

Design + representation precedent
The Right Bank of Bordeaux

Figure53: Figure54:

Figure55: Figure57:

Figure56:

experience these, how ecologies form around these etc. can 
be achieved over a large scale of landscape. This has a better 
chance of not falling into a sense of generality at the large and 
body scales of landscape representation. 

The design itself, as explained briefly is mainly the rise of 
tree grids to create a forest along the right bank of the river. 
The city of Bordeaux was heavily industrial, particularly on 
the right bank of the river. As the mindset of the city changed 
and industrialisation altered, slowly the buildings left and 
tee plantings arrived. As part of a 10 year plan the project 
adds more tree grid plantings each time a new piece of urban 
concrete ground becomes available. 

The planting and tree grids level of detail and diversity in this 
project is what is vital to the design of the Hutt river. With 
pre existing tree grids along the Hutt river that act as only a 
flooding mechanism currently, has huge potential to diversify 
this and bring a social and ecological ecology to the Hutt river. 

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version 

for access.
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An array of design components from various projects and river 
developments that have a particular interest to the potential Hutt river 
design that is forthcoming are shown here. 

Design opportunities such as the usage of vegetation (especially trees), 
as shown along the Emscher river (Top), have an array of types of 
experiences and ecologies that can begin to form a diverse landscape. 
Exploring the use of river water itself, the likes of surfing in Munich where 
the rapids and waves of the water inform these type of activities and social 
experiences. (Middle)
The simplicity but effective design of the Isar riverbanks where gravel 
natural banks contort into a set of embedded stone terraces that allow 
social interactions, eating in the sun, chatting, sunbathing etc. have a real 
power and creation of moments in river landscapes. (Bottom) 

These components of gravel bank design, tree+tree grid design and water 
design all create diversity and connect people to the landscape, creating 
events, and memorable moments in everyday life - yet they are simple 
and restrained acts of designing.

Collated river design precedents
Significant elements to the overall research - 

Representation 

- Being aware of ‘mass coloured’ plans that tend to not show the ground realm when 
it perhaps seems it is -  impossible to differentiate the various spaces, textures and 
how they may be to experience. 
- A range of material of various drawing types are often required - it cannot  most of 
the time all be done through one drawing.... 

Design 

Forming a restrained palette of design intentions, materials and elements that 
connect to us at a bodily scale. Can learn, take action from landscape analysis and 
develop varieties of these restrained elements that can be developed to form across 
large landscapes. 

Design and Representation

Bodily related design palette and type of representation formed has a good chance 
of being able to formulate life on the ground across large landscapes. 

SummaryStream of trees - Emscher River

“Surfing” - Esibach, Munich 

Isar Riverbanks

Figure58:

Figure59:

Figure61:

Figure60:

Figure62: Figure63:

Figure64:

Figure65:

Figure66:
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A major discovery is the focus of this chapter; a process is founded that incorporates the drone and design 
together. A drone-design process is now possible. The addition of “Bison”, a landscape grasshopper 
plugin pieces together the drone data where design manipulation is created and at new levels never 
achieved before by the author. Critically this new discovery is directly relevant to the research problem 
at hand and points favourably to new ways to designing large landscapes with connectivity to life on the 
ground. An update is referenced of the alternative landscape method now in comparison to an earlier 
point in the research.

Breakthrough
Initial Design Investigations5

116

Drone Dataset + Bison

Design Investigations 1.

The  “Break through”

Design Investigations 2.

Bodily Experience + Drone Dataset + Bison

Bodily Experience + Drone Dataset + Bison

Pathway Focused Designs

Stopbank Focused Designs

Landform Focused Designs

Design Investigations 3.

Updated Process + Reflection
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Design iterations focusing on key landscape elements that currently create a continuum of variations along the Hutt 
River. Based on the findings of previous chapters, field study work, drone surveying and dataset outputs shall be 
pushed through into design testing. 
Alongside Bison a design practice can now develop as part of the Alternative landscape design process. 
For this exploration the illustrated part of the Hutt river to the right is the test-bed for this work. 

The “Break-through”
Initial design investigations5

1:6000

N
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Fortuitously at the time designing began a new tool alongside the Drone came to fruition - 
BISON. 
This tool allowed various landscape related things to be done on a give topographical form. 
In particular changing of the landform could be done with a series of tool options. This tool 
suddenly flipped the current method of grading and shifting land. The control and efficiency 
to the designer in the aim of controlling any manipulation at both the large scale and body 
scale is hugely important. Not only is it the control that Bison allows but paired with Drone 
dataset the control of incredibly fine/accurate material is incredibly powerful. It has become 
a game changer in the process. 
Bison is only in a Beta version - it has not been fully released and thus it is highly possible 
design work with Bison, drones and life on the ground thinking has not been done before. 

To the right is an example of Bison and drone dataset of 0.1m contours. Bison simply has 
a curve input, changeable width and changeable height. Certain tools will make plateaus, 
trenches, circular + rectangular dips and points. Combined they begin to create interesting 
terrains.

Design investigations 1.
Drone datasets, Bison

Section 73. 

Section 1. 

Section 1.

Section 73.

Original contours of current landform - 0.10m derived drone data, 1-500 A1

Reach 2: 
Eastside topographical design studies

Section 73. 

Section 1. 

Section 1.

Section 73.

Design test 2: Landform manipulation - 0.25m 1:500 A1

Reach 2: 
Eastside topographical design studies

Section 73. 

Section 1. 

Section 1.

Section 73.

Design test 1: Landform manipulation - 0.10m 1:500 A1

Reach 2: 
Eastside topographical design studies

Changeable width/slope (as can be seen in images 
over the page)

Changeable height of shape to form higher and lower bits

Input geometrical shape or line to create landform 
shift

The final result of changes complied together 
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After the initial testing and output possibilities of this new interaction of tools, a simple task to manipulate the 
site and vary the experience in a design project scenario was trialled next. 

Bison can create sectional cuts of the forming design, giving an excellent ability to see, sense and accurately 
portray landform shifts and how it compares to existing profiles of site. To see the change in heights and 
angles of the design allows precision from the designer to flow and get things exactly as they are wanted. 

Design investigations 2.
Bodily experience, Drone datasets, Bison

A

B

N

1:2500

Design iterations
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A

With the section levels decided upon vegetation and other landscape elements of this place were added to give 
portrayal of the transformation. Simple landform changes of up and down make a serious impact of the overall area.

B

Scale: 1:100Scale: 1:100

Some section levels did not need much alterations - a slightly steeper slope between road and person with the addition 
of vegetation creates two very different spaces where the vegetation would be thick enough to block car dominance.
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C

D

N

1:2500

Design iterations

Bison output different contour maps - landform changes and sections simultaneously. 
Can then be overlaid to understand section changes. These examples are looking simply at the change of 
the user, the terrain and the relation to the road, a big design problem in this part of the site.
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C
D

Scale: 1:100Scale: 1:100

The change in landform here splits the berm space up into more 
varying spatial qualities -giving more options for design ideas. 

Terrace liked terrain drop you away from road so the prominence of it disappear quickly, 
leaving the experience of the place focusing on the berm space and transition to river itself. 
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1:1500

N

Overall design iteration

An entire stretch of landscape re-graded using Bison and drone contours.
The design itself is not vitally important here but relevant, the ability to design 
with the drone data and the efficiency of grading large areas of landscape 
is hugely significant. 
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Having trialled a design trying to incorporate lots of landscape elements the next trial was to pair back the 
complexity. These design endeavours focus on one type of landscape element, develop and experiment with   
them - primarily in design terms but also subtly representation terms too.  

Design iterations focusing on key landscape elements that currently create a continuum of variations along 
the river corridor that create the long and linear nature of the place. The Design iterations focus on diversifying 
the variations.

Design investigations 3.
Key landscape elements

G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Reach 2: 
Existing contours of reach. (0.25cm contours) 

Reach 2: 
Eastside topographical design studies

N

N

1:5000
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Design iterations focusing on the pathway and it’s ability to reorientate  the body, thresholds, push/pull 
towards or away from the river, the edge, the other side etc... 

Pathway G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Focus on the Path

Eastside topographical design studies - Pathway focus

N

N

1:5000

P1
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G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Focus on the Path

N

G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Eastside topographical design studies - Pathway focus

N

1:2500

P2
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G

D

A

C

E

B

F

 
Focus on the Path

Eastside topographical design studies - Pathway focus

N

N

Design iterations focusing on the stop bank and moving beyond it just as a technical piece of infrastructure 
but also how it can work in terms of social and experiential ways too. 

Stopbank

1:5000

P3
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G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Focus on the Stopbank 

N

G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Eastside topographical design studies - Stopbank focus

N

1:2500

S1
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G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Focus on the Stopbank 

Eastside topographical design studies - Stopbank focus

N

N

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Focus on the Stopbank 

Eastside topographical design studies - Stopbank focus

N

N

1:50001:5000

S2 S3
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Design iterations focusing on the lay of the land along the river corridor.  Landform angles and slopes are 
bounded to the technical problems of the river realm. Enclosing, exposing, rises and falls, landings and 
stoppings are investigated to diversify the potential bodily and land relations to and with the river space.

Landform G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Focus on the Lay of the Land

 
Eastside topographical design studies - Landform focus

N

N

1:5000

L1
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G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Focus on the Lay of the Land

Eastside topographical design studies - Landform focus

N

N

G

D

A

C

E

B

F

Focus on the Lay of the Land

Eastside topographical design studies - Landform focus

N

N

1:50001:5000

L2 L3
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An interesting output was the ability to take the detailed designed spaces and accurately model the river 
spaces - both existing and designed outputs - at rate never modelled beforehand. Until now only 1 metre 
contour datasets were available for the Hutt river giving any detail of edges and lumpy bumpy bits no hope of 
being modelled into a 3D model. Now though physical 3D models of drone designed spaces can be created. 

Models

Existing terrain
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Significant findings to the overall research:  

Major discovery was the usage of Bison. This breakthrough meant drone material could be formed up with Bison and manipulated; a 
newly founded design tool and process. This take the overall research into a new realm as it proves there is design abilities with drone 
processes and data output, moving it beyond a representation tool. 
What is vital though is this new design landscape process in comparison to existing design processes. Design tends to occur on a physical 
format – paper – laid over or alongside analysis findings that have design potential. Once a design is formulated it then often replicated in 
3D format to test. 

However with this new design process, as the designer you can test and design directly into the drone data – it allows a different was of 
designing in three dimensions at a level of detail that responds to the bodily scale of landscape elements. The designer is heavily involved 
in the entire process.  There is no 2D design making that often the designer tries to think of in 3D – you can design into 3D throughout. 
It appears so far topographical design is the primary beneficiary of this new design process but whether other elements (planting for 
example) are workable is yet to be seen. 

The “Breakthrough”
Updated Process + Reflection5

?... ??

River logics, how 
the place can be 
shifted, facilitate 
to 
human 
experiences

Pix4d/LiDAR/
drone outputs...

Pix4d/LiDAR/drone 
software 
processing. Raw 
data into useful 
outputs.

LiDAR/drone 
fieldwork, scanning, 
integrated into the 
landscape

Landscape analysis, 
workings, drawings, 
discoveries, raw 
socio-expertiential 
thinking of ‘x’ 
place...

On-ground 
fieldwork, 
experiencing the 
landscape, what it 
gets you to do...

Current method proccess updated

DESIGN
Drone data, 
Bison, River logic 
combined

It must be noted that without the drone material, Bison topographical 
testing would be based off vague data and the results of designs 
would not have the same sense of precision. Mapping that showed 
precise relations of landscape elements to user experience  from 
the river logic are directly fed into this design testing, translating into 
design outputs with detailed landform moves across large scopes of 
site. 



Final design development and refinement of latter stages of the alternative landscape method created through this 
research project. A collected in-depth study of all core components that a) must be considered with final design 
development and b) can be tested in greater levels of detail and precision through the use of this alternative 
design method. A detailed and developed range of drawings are then created to convey the final design, and 
everything explored and discovered throughout the project is put into this final design.  

Developed Design
Hutt River design scheme6 Stopbanks

River design elements

Final developed design 

Landform manipulation

Gravel-bank stability

Vegetation + grids

Developed design diagrams

Schematic plans

Sections
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Before forming the final design scheme for the entire site, the Hutt river has various factors that cannot be 
simply ignored in creating a design that has some realism to it. 
Some of these have been mentioned and investigated periodically through the river logic work and early 
design investigations. 

These elements are: 
 - Landform manipulation/grading 
 - Stopbank configuration + flooding limits
 - Gravel-bank stability 
 - Vegetation

Previously these elements were often difficult to intertwine together to form a realistic and working design but 
now with the new levels of detail of material formulated together, there is a possibility to make feasible and 
design driven decisions for the Hutt river.  

Left: Captured earthworks for Belmont wetland pilot project by Mavic 2 zoom drone whilst collecting design 
data. 

Hutt River Design scheme: 
River design elements
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To form any terrain earthworks need to be completed. This goes beyond simply just regrading contours 
especially at a 1m interval. The 1m contour ratio has become outdated in comparison to the now ‘up-to-date’ 
drone 0.1m and 0.25m contours derived from accurate photogrammetry processes. 

As a result of this and Bison’s ability to set certain widths and heights to any area, the grading can be done 
to such a level of accuracy that it can mimic what the ‘grading tools’ would be able to achieve if this design 
were to be created in real life. These grading tools are earthwork machinery.  A quick exploration of what tool 
will be best for which terrain work which then can be translated into the Bison-drone design process.  

Land-form manipulation

Figure73: Figure74:

D-10 style Bulldozer

Front-end loader

 - Can move gigantic loads of earth at any one time. 
 - Big, blunt, wide blade great for initial sculpting of landform and stopbanks. 
 - Blade width is up to 5m and changeable depth of 600mm

 - Manoeuvrable rotating front end, up to 40O either direction great for creating tight curves and pinch points 
 - Blade width is up to 3m and changeable depths. 

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.
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360o Excavator

 - Full horizontal 360O rotation.
 - Ideal for trench like terrain forms that require a deep depth but also for making 
   1m increments wherever required. 
 - Digging depth of up to 6m where flat levels can still be made. 
 - Arm extension to dig over 10m from centre point of excavator. 
 - Bucket widths ranging from 1m to 2-3m. 

Grader
 - Highly manoeuvrable concave blade to create accurate and refined terrain. 
 - Use: small incremental changes to terrain after bulldozer and excavators. 
 - Blade width is up to 4m, extended depth of 700mm and overall arc rotation of 51O, 6O up and 45O down. Full blade rotation is 360O. 
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Opus option 2

Opus option 1

7.85m flood @ 2800cumec - SL360
8.31m flood @ 2800cumec - SL400
Top of SB @ 2800cumec - SL360
Top of SB @ 2800cumec - SL400

7.85m flood @ 2800cumec - SL360
8.31m flood @ 2800cumec - SL400
Top of SB @ 2800cumec - SL360
Top of SB @ 2800cumec - SL400

Stopbanks tend to have very restricted design scope to meet flood and stability measures. 

The Hutt river development project, Riverlink, are creating new stopbanks. The stopbanks to the right are the 
design types that were put forth by the OPUS company. (Figure75) Over the page shows one of the OPUS 
stopbank design laid out next to the existing stopbank as part of the overall plan to raise the flood capacity 
from 2300 cumecs to 2800 cumecs (refer to chapter 1 site introduction).  
A typical stopbank has 1:3.5 slope ratio (approx. 16O)

These designs are still limited in terms of how they work in a socio-experiential manner, again they are 
technically driven only. 
How can stopbank design be pushed to incorporate a range of experiences.

Stopbank

photos of stopbanks etc...

Figure75:

Scale: 1:300

OPUS designed stopbank

Existing stopbank

New flood marks + 1m freeboard/top of stopbank

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.
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Flat, sense of ‘easeness’

Slight slope, change identified that offer something 
other than walking?

Noticeable slope, cautious to move upon  
definite change to ‘flat’ walking...

300 slope, traversing upon complex, climb and 
clamber nature...

Near vertical, clambering almost impossible

The angle of the stopbank (known as a batter slope) for example has a range of 
experiential possibilities - shallow slopes may influence easy sitting, relaxing 
back motions, yet steeper ones give a climbing challenge.  

Slope angle on a stopbank is critical. During flooding events, fast flowing water 
can rip stopbanks apart if seen as unstable. Slopes take up valuable river and 
urban space; a shallow slope will need a wider stopbank to ensure the 2800 
cumec flood capacity is met. 

Some key numbers for stopbank designing are as follows: 
15O slope or below is expected to be very stable 
20O slope can be critical in rapid draw down (level of water drops in flooding 
event that is so powerful ripping of stopbank can occur) 
30O slope viewed as unstable and increased failure 
38O is the angle of friction, where most soils are so steep that the friction force 
can no longer keep them in place.64

The following ratios were developed from this material as possible slopes to 
design with: 
1:2.5 - 16O, 1:3 - 18O, 1:3.5 - 22O , 1:4 - 14O  and 1:5 - 11O 

Berm widths are also important with relation of size and slope of stopbank. 
Some rules derived from data found on the Hutt river follows as: If berm is 20m 
wide then heavy rock for bank edge is required. <20m heavy rock, rip-rap and 
bank reinforcement required. >20m width vegetation edge is satisfactory.65

Scale: 1:300

*Flood levels for each section of river sourced from Hutt river documentation 
found in citations list.

Wider promenade at base of stopbank 
as well as wider crest

Wide stopbank crest to create a 
pedestrian street + building frontage. 

Two tier stopbank - two path experiences

64 “Otaki River Erosion and Flood Control Scheme”, 13-14.
65 Brendan Paul (Damwatch) & Phillip Wallace (DHI Wellington), “Hutt River City Centre UpgradeProject - River Corridor Options Report” 17-35.
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Waterside batter slope tier 1,
 1:5 slope

Waterside berm - 30-35m wide with new extended river channel of 80m.
Includes heavy defense line of gabions intertwined with pathway

Large 8m pedestrian promenade with built in gabion cages as river bank
suport

Landside batter slope,
1:3.5 slope + retaining

wall
6m path + S.B crest

Gabion cage riverbank support and pedestrian
walkway promenade
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Waterside berm - 30-35m wide with new extended river channel of 80m.
Includes heavy defense line of gabions intertwined with pathway

Large 8m pedestrian promenade with built in gabion cages as river bank
suport

Landside batter slope,
1:3.5 slope + retaining

wall
6m path + S.B crest

Waterside berm - 60m wide with pre-existing river channelWaterside batter slope,
terraced

8m path + S.B crest -
reinforced concrete
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Large shallow stopbank with 15m crest 
promenade. Rip-rap edging and gravel 
riverside promenade also

Scale: 1:300 Scale: 1:300

Using defences as a design tactic - 
mixture of trees, rip-rap and gabions 
with a simple stopbank design 

Simple stopbank slope with genrous 
riverside promenade + gabions

Extremely shallow sloped stopbank
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The river channel is another part of the Hutt river that the project Riverlink is looking 
at extending. A wider river channel improves flooding rates, flows and gives back 
the river some of its forgotten room to meander. 

The design for the Melling area incorporates report findings investigating certain 
river channel widths by GWRC. They report that channel extensions from the 
existing 50m could be increased to 70m or 90m but means removing certain amount 
of existing buildings on the western side. This is all planned in the Riverlink project 
to generally improve the area.66

To gain room to give space back to the river but without mass removal of infrastructure 
and housing it was decided a 80m channel would be devised for the design work. 
(As can be seen by diagram and early design work overlaid)

Then to ensure the designs would actual work in a flood scenario, through 
mathematical equations, one could work out the cross section minimum to allow 
2800 cumecs of water to travel safely to sea. The graph work done by Peter Connolly 
was used for the 3rd year design project of this same site in 2017.(Figure76) 

With key numbers worked out the new designs as previously seen before could be 
worked out for each section and see if they were feasible. It was incredibly pleasing 
to find that they all met the criteria for 2800 cumec rate. 
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Hutt river sections
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1:5000

Figure76:

Max water area New design section Existing section Scale: 1:750

66 Brendan Paul (Damwatch) & Phillip Wallace (DHI Wellington), “Hutt River City Centre UpgradeProject - River Corridor Options Report” 17-35.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed version for access.
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Gravel-banks are often an area of little design due to the fact they are a) constantly changing from river 
processes and b) most things in this part of river do not survive any floods.  
Now with the detailed material that has been formulated with the drone + the ability to map the gravel bank 
locations over time, accurate decisions can be made where banks are most stable and have potential to 
design with. 

Gravel-bank stability

Temporal study of gravel-bank movement ranging a span of 35 years. 

11/03/200531/04/1984 06/09/2009

19/12/201212/12/2012 27/04/2013

20/04/201418/08/2013 29/08/2014

05/11/201526/06/2015 18/12/2015

04/06/201605/04/2016 28/02/2017

18/10/201829/07/2017 24/03/2019
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31/04/1984

12/12/2012

18/08/2013

26/06/2015

05/04/2016

18/10/2018

29/07/2017

24/03/2019

Left: This is one example of many studies obtained from 
the river work. For any potential design opportunities 
inside the river corridor and around the water itself the 
gravel bank stability needs to be known for the most 
stable areas of the Hutt river. A process of overlaying 
aerials spanning 35 years gives an indication of the 
rivers movements which could then be drawn over 
to show the reoccurring areas of stability and areas 
of moving river material. From this, areas have been 
defined, ranking the bank stability of High, moderate 
and low. Opening up gravel banks to the outer river 
corridor with a design intention of bringing people 
to the river now becomes somewhat realistic in well 
chosen areas.  

Right: Overlaying these new discoveries across the 
point cloud allows this information be visualised in 
three dimensions. How far is the most stable part to 
the water edge? Existing path? Design questions can 
start to form and be worked out.

Highest areas of bank stability over 36 
years (approx. 80-90%)

Moderate areas of bank stability over 
36 years (approx. 40-50%)

Low areas of bank stability over 36 
years (approx. 10-15%)

Varying water courses across banks 
over 36 years.

Old river alignment up to 2005.

Current and changing river alignment from 2005 to 
present

N

1:3500
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Vegetation + grids

The vegetation on site currently is almost all Willows and poplars. These trees are in place for 
their technical use as flooding mitigation system. They are cheap, have a fantastic root system 
for bank stability and replaceable. They have however no ecological benefit as they are not 
natives.

As mentioned in chapter 1 vegetation historically in the Hutt valley use to be a range 
of podocarp and broad-leaf forests, lining and teeming the river of Kahikatea, Rimu, Black 
beech and Totara. This does have an ecological benefit as it is the natural system. 

So together the development of trees and tree grids will be a development of native plants 
that can rekindle ecological habitat but also be helpful to the overall cause of flood mitigation 
and some willows to strengthen river bank stability. Vitally though each tree has a unique size, 
canopy size and spacing. This means the design of these grids can be hugely diverse with the 
intent of creating awesome experiences.

Sophora microphylla - Kowhai - 8mx3m HxWDodonaea viscosa  - Akeake - 7mx2.5m HxW

Dacrycarpus dacrydioides - Kahikatea - 30-50mx5-10m HxW

Cordyline australis - Cabbage tree - 10mx2-4m HxW 

Melicytus ramiflorus - Mahoe - 5mx4m HxW 

Phormium cookianum -Harekeke/flax - 2mx2m HxW

Phormium tenax - Harekeke/flax - 3mx2m HxW

Podocarpus totara - Totara - 15mx8m HxW 

Austroderia toetoe - Toetoe - 3mx2m HxW

Nothfagus solandri var. solandri - Black beech - 20mx5m HxW

Kunzea ericoides -  Kanuka - 10mx4m HxW

Dacrydium cupressinum - Rimu - 25mx9m HxW

Rhopalostylis sapida - Nikau - 7mx2m HxW

High riverbank stability plants

Wetland Berms + edges

Small-medium trees Medium trees Medium-large trees Large trees

Can withstand wet and dry conditions

Historic to Hutt river valley
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All of the key landscape elements, previous design work and mappings all fold into this - developed design and design 
scheme. 
The design incorporates the use of a restrained palette - trees, paths, and landform. 
For the Melling area in particular the Riverlink scheme on the eastern side of the river has been included as part of the 
overall scheme, with the western side being redesigned in this scheme. Some urban work was done to explore the layout 
of this area at a basic level of urban frontage to river relation before this stage. 

The design scheme aims to continually diversify the experience of being in this river scape that answers the 
socio-ecological-experiential desire this place needs alongside the technical. 

Final design output
River design scheme6

N

1:10,000

The Northern realm - to Kennedy Good Bridge

Melling train station and Lower Hutt city

PartB

PartA
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Final Design Part A Schematic plan
Melling + Lower Hutt City 

1:1500

N

0.25 metre contours

New river design channel - 80 metres

1 metre interval contours

Melling train station Riverside promenade Re-configured Melling bridge

Incorporated Riverlink proposal design

New pedestrian bridge

The Big reveal

Social corner

Stopbank forest

The peoples place

Forest wall

Mixture of Willows and natives walk
Gravel-bank bay

Water edge and view area
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Final Design Part B Schematic plan
Northern realm to Kennedy Good Bridge (KGB)

1:1500

N

0.25 metre contours

New river design channel - 80 metres

1 metre interval contours
Gravel-bank, the centre piece

Repaired eroding river edge and pathway

Tree grid worlds - growing intensity and enclosure

The Big reveal The cape

The point The landing

Kowhai stretch

Belmont pilot weltand development

The shore

View platform and walking experience along the gravel-banks

Meander forest experience
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30

50

100

30

50

Station

50

100

Main path/Stopbank path + overall experience

Lower reach river/forest/edge experience path

Open meanders

Riverside road system

State Highway 2100

Pause areas - sitting by river

Variation of socialising - sitting, eating, drinking alongside river

Stop and go areas - sitting and/or walking motions toward, along and ‘with’ river

Pre-existing

Proposed

Circulation experience

N
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1

1A

1B

3

4

2

5

6 7

8 9

10

11

12

1314

15

16

17

Pre-existing
Key moments, orientation + views

Large scale views and orientation

Key moments, and views

Significant differentiations of river ‘worlds’

Existing views and moments

Proposed

2 6 13108

N
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Vegetation grid transformation + experience: 
continual change over time and transformation of river corridor

Proposed

The different grid densities aim to constantly change 
through the walking and cycling experience of the 
river. 

There is a temporal factor of the vegetation grids 
on two time scales. In a yearly pattern a mixture 
of deciduous trees will lose foliage and flowering 
patterns of all trees will occur, giving out mass 
colours of white, red, yellow and cream in scattered 
and intense manners, depending on the grid plant 
make up. These aim to alter the grids experience 
throughout a year. 
The second is the overall growth of the grids. 
Initial planting will start out as mere sticks in the 
ground, 5-10 years a recognisable grid format will 
begin to take shape. 20+ years on with natural 
processes allowed to take its course will transform 
the river corridor into multiple forests, unique with its 
own characteristics and socio-ecological benefits. 

As flooding events occur the river will continue to 
rewrite the forests until a complete modern natural 
system in fully functioning

Main path/Stopbank path + overall experience

Lower reach river/forest/edge experience path

Open meanders

Large grain/exposed tree grids

Medium tree grids

Small grain/enclosed tree grids

Black beech fruit outbreak

Kahikatea fruit outbreak

Totara fruit outbreak

Kowhai flowering

Cabbage tree flowering

Akeake flowering

Willow flowering

Kanuka flowering

Rimu fruit outbreak

‘Initial planting’

Flower + Fruit colour composition - vegetation experienceGrid sectors - vegetation experience

‘Initial planting’

‘Initial planting’

5-10 years
5-10 years

20+ years
20+ years

5-10 years

20+ years

N
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Final Design Part A
Melling + Lower Hutt City 

1:2500

N

Section A-A

Section B-B

Section C-C

Section D-D

Section E-E

Section locations
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The big reveal - Melling train station

Scale: 1:150

Scale: 1:150

Section A-A
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Social corner - Melling
Scale: 1:150

Scale: 1:150

Section B-B
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Stopbank forest 
Scale: 1:150

Scale: 1:150

Section C-C

Tree grids/densities/textures
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The Peoples place 

Scale: 1:150

Section D-D
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Forest wall

Scale: 1:150

Section E-E

Tree grids/densities/textures
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Section locations

Final Design Part B
Northern realm to Kennedy Good Bridge (KGB)

1:2500

N

Section F-F

Section G-G

Section H-H

Section I-I
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The point 

Scale: 1:150

Section F-F
Figure77:

Figure78: Figure79:

Tree grids/densities/textures
This content is unavailable. 

Please consult printed 
version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed 

version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed 

version for access.
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The landing 

Scale: 1:200

Scale: 1:200

Section G-G

Tree grids/densities/textures
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Kowhai stretch 

Scale: 1:150

Section H-H

Figure80:

Figure81:

Figure82:

Tree grids/densities/textures

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed 

version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed 

version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed 

version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed 

version for access.

This content is unavailable. 
Please consult printed 

version for access.
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The cape

Scale: 1:150

Section I-I



Conclusion
Reflection + Discussion7

At the beginning of this research endeavour, I was captivated by what the drone’s capabilities could become, 
interacting with the landscape. It was always a ready-made machine for re-representing the real world 
through photos and maps. It was not until all of the various drone outputs and datasets were produced, 
trialled and tested in all sorts of ways that perhaps the tool was not in itself, or ready, for design-integrated 
work. There was genuine fear that this fantastic set of up-to-date, detailed 2D and 3D material was not going 
to be associated with landscape design methods.  

However, the development of the Bison-drone-photogrammetry revealed a very significant ability to manipulate 
this large landscape. Landscape design was now possible. The ability to design with a new level of detailed 
material (contours, meshes) suddenly gives the designer a new landscape design power.  The detail and 
precision of the landscape in a three dimensional, designable model has impacted my design rigour, my 
attentiveness to small incremental changes of design that engages the designer with the landscape tenfold. 

The drones mark Overall impact of the alternative design 
process

The original aim partly was to form a new landscape design process, one that would employ the 
new drone and photogrammetry – called the ‘Alternative landscape design processes’. It was 
thought that the usage of the drone would be a big game changer and impact all aspects of 
landscape due to its seemingly obvious relationship it could forge with the landscape discipline. 
However this newly formed process is more so a derivative of landscape design practice currently 
used. This process was still heavily dependent on ways analysis, mappings, and some drawings 
were done. The likes of Fields-studies for example still portray inspired mapping techniques aging 
back to James Corner’s mappings. 

But the drone has added a new perspective on the landscape design process. The drone has 
bought an array of new material with detail of landscape never seen or worked upon beforehand. 
Design and work efficiency has increased vastly with ready-made datasets for you to use the 
same day as the drone flight in the field. 

No longer is the landscape architect dependent on government datasets, materials, maps and 
models which are produced in forms that allow them to be used for many purposes, and hence 
tend to be general in relation to many of these. Government datasets are produced with relatively 
low resolution and only updated every few years. In contrast, the drone material can be kept up-
to-date or produced when needed, with the possibility of documentation of detailed changes over 
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time. With the drone you can capture any part of a landscape (that you are legally allowed to document) 
and produce material custom-created to suit the particular need at hand. The drone offers the ability to 
change the resolution of the mapping: the lower the flight height and the slower the speed the higher the 
resolution. There is, of course, a significant workflow processes that needs to be learnt and the potential of 
the technology is directly related to the way that the workflow is developed and experimented with.
Attention to the landscape at both the body scale and large scale has been transformed through the evolution 
of the designer to becoming a ‘survey landscape architect’. 

This drone-related-data transforms field work. Not only can this drone-data be used to correlate with field 
work already carried out - but the field work itself is transformed if such precise data is available to take out 
into the field. Much more precise and powerful correlations between what is being discovered in the field 
and representations are now possible. The precision allows for much greater sensitivity of correlation and 
production of more sensitive repertoires of representation.

Becoming a ‘survey-landscape architect’ 

Working with drones has made various impacts as the extrapolator and designer of landscape 
experiences. Mixing meticulous surveyor precision with creative landscape design possibilities 
has in itself created a survey-landscape architect. I believe it has developed me to be much 
more attentive to landscape experience and therefore show attentiveness through my designing 
of each spatial, transitional and event like part of the Hutt river landscape at the bodily scale but 
also across the entire river realm.  
To get jump into the large scale you need ways that allow you in. Large scale landscape breaks all 
connection of scale easily understood by humans – things that we can easily relate too. Through 
this research variabilities, differentiations and so on have been access ways to understanding 
large scale landscapes. But it is the drones new resolution of detailed material that allows you 
‘into’ the large scale landscape, with material that is reference-able to human scale – individual 
tree trunks, shadows and rocks can be understood which we can relate too. 
I believe in part that some of the drawings do capture,  firstly the relevant body-landscape relations 
involved in landscape in correlation with what these landscapes are doing—and secondly, the 
large scaled relationships associated with large landscape landscapes.
The readily like nature of working between the large and small scale has been transformed by 
the incorporation of the photogrammetric processes through all the drawings and experience 
of the place. The right compilation of drawing types (maps, sections, 3D models, diagrams) are 
vital, each one allowing a unique sense of landscape experience. The drone was a part of all 

Ability to transform

of these drawing types and improved the relation of landscape experiences and the 
designer. Again, the detailed material of the drone together with rigorous mapping 
of the existing landscape experience has played a big part in that. Without the drone 
work developed throughout the research the level of detailed design and analysis 
would not have been possible and therefore these drawing outcomes would not have 
been created. Queries will form whether these drawings do life on the ground justice, 
where and how far can the drone go in the landscape design discipline. 
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